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Moving In Two Directions: Where Is Burma Headed?

Josef Silverstein*

The year, 2003, will be remembered for two events: the Depayin massacre and the Burma road map. In May, the junta permitted Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and members of her party to travel into northern Burma and engage in political activity; then, on May 30, as her party was peacefully returning to Rangoon, it was viciously attacked. The military rulers offered an unbelievable and unacceptable explanation of what had occurred. They accused the victims, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and members of her party, the National League for Democracy (NLD), of initiating the attack to which the people who support the government retaliated. Not only was it quickly established that the minions of the ruling junta beat and killed her supporters, they also tried very hard to attack and murder her as well. Most of the world quickly condemned the military junta, several states placed new political and economic restrictions upon Burma. Despite the world’s outrage over the affair, the Burmese rulers took no steps to form an inquiry commission and seek to ascertain and report in full what had happened, why it happened and what the government did in response. Instead, it relied upon Art. 2.7 of the UN Charter, which declares that nothing authorizes the members of the UN “to intervene in matters which are essentially within the jurisdiction of any state...” and has said no more.

Three months later there were important changes in the ruling junta. On Aug. 25, Gen. Khin Nyunt, was appointed Prime Minister, and while Burmese and outside observers argued whether it was a promotion, as it was one of the offices Sen. Gen. Than Shwe, the head of SPDC—the ruling body—previously held, or a demotion because Gen. Khin Nyunt
gave up the office of Secretary-1 in SPDC—which made him third in ranking among its member. The move overshadowed the fact that there were four other personnel changes in the ruling group. Five days later, the new Prime Minister gave his first speech and used it to announce a road map to political change in Burma. His announcement surprised the nation and caught the world off-guard; it abruptly shifted the dialogue amongst friendly and hostile nations alike from their focus upon the brutal assault to an outline of how Burma intended to move peacefully from military dictatorship and martial law to constitutional democratic rule.

Since both events were initiated by the military rulers without warning, they appear to suggest that the oft-rumored split amongst the members of SPDC may now center on two issues: what to do about Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy (NLD) and political change as factions within SPDC struggle to lead the nation down different roads; do the events of 2003 reflect more than a split in tactics amongst the leaders? Are they still united in the goal to remain in power at any cost? While these and other question hold the world’s attention and the Burmese people continue their forced march down the road of permanent dictatorship?

The Depayin Massacre..

The world was shocked by the attack upon Daw Aung San Suu Kyi at Depayin; its causes and expected gains for the soldiers in power are still unclear despite the efforts of governments, diplomats and journalists to get all the facts and understand who was responsible and why such a massacre was perpetrated. To the friends of Burma, it is especially puzzling as they remember that a year earlier, the military rulers made a great show of releasing Daw Suu Kyi from house arrest and informing the Burmese and the world beyond that she was free to do whatever she wished, to move about, talk and meet whomever she wanted. On May 6, 2002—the day of her release—Lt. Col. Hla Min, made the government announcement,

“Today, marks a new page for the people of Myanmar and the international community...We shall recommit ourselves to allowing all of our citizens to participate freely in the life of our political process, while giving priority to national unity, peace and stability of the country as well as the region”.

Daw Suu Kyi almost immediately tested the government’s sincerity by making trips to areas beyond Rangoon in order to reconnect with leaders and members of her party and revive their involvement in working for po-
litical change. Yet, a year later, the military turned its attack bullies on the peaceful homeward return of a caravan of her party members with the obvious intent of putting an end, once and for all, to their political opposition.

Why did this happen and how does it relate to Lt. Col. Hla Min’s declaration?

Thus far, there are no clear answers. The only public statement about the event made by the military was that Daw Suu Kyi’s meetings and statements were inflammatory and together with her followers’ actions, provoked the attack which befell them. The government’s spokesperson declared that only four persons were killed and fifty were injured. Today, neither the people in Burma nor the world beyond believe that government statement; at the same time, the ruling junta has made no effort to hold an official inquiry or allow an investigation by a responsible independent international body to come to Burma and report its findings. Immediately after the incident at Depayin, the US Embassy sent its own staff members to examine the area of the attack and interview any at the location with knowledge of what happened; it released its findings almost immediately. Other embassies, independent journalists and the Special Rapporteur for the UN Human Rights Commission sought to uncover the truth of the event but only Mr. Pinheiro was able to talk to government officials and learn what they had to say and written.

What happened at Depayin may never be fully known; however, the most responsible report, [in the judgement of the writer] was made by UN Human Rights Commission Special Rapporteur, Paulo Sergio Pinheiro. He wrote it after he made his last visit to Burma on Nov. 3-8 and submitted it to the Human Rights Commission in Geneva on January 4, 2004. His report was based on meetings and discussions with senior military leaders, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and U Tin U of the NLD, other victims, bystanders to the incident and others with whom he talked. Some of what he reported and conclusions he drew are the following:

the government officially investigated the Depayin Affair and wrote a report, but never circulated or made it public. He requested and was given a copy of the unpublished report.
from what he saw and heard, “he is convinced that there is prima facie evidence that the Depayin incident could not have happened without the connivance of State agents.”
he reported that “...as pro-Daw Aung San Suu Kyi rallies were growing larger, in particular in the period between 25 and 30 May 2003, there was an escalation of threats, provocations, harassment, intimidation, bullying and orchestrated acts of violence
with the involvement of those opposed to NLD and/or those
who had some connection to Government affiliated bodies..."
on the day of the incident... "At about 7 p.m., the motorcade,
comprising at least around 11 cars and 150 motorcycles left the
village of Saingpyin and headed for Depayin.

"By the time they arrived near Kyee village, at around 7.30-8p.m., it was
getting dark. Testimonies state that two or more monks, or people
dressed as monks, appeared in front of the motorcade and asked Daw
Aung San Suu Kyi to address the people. Violence erupted when ap-
proximately 50 people riding in a truck that was tailing the motorcade be-
gan to attack the convoy. They were joined by others from more than 10
buses and trucks, each carrying 30-40 people that had been following the
convoy since it left Butalin, their headlights on lighting up the scene. The
motorcade seemed to hesitate; then, as if on command, the people
dressed as monks began to smash the vehicles' windows with bamboo
stakes, including the vehicle in which Daw Aung San Suu Kyi was rid-
ing. The truck drivers seemed to have been forced by local authorities to
participate.

"The attackers were civilians and wore white armbands, including the
ones dressed as monks. People wearing such armbands had been seen
prior to the incident in a smaller village and photos of the site of the at-
tack taken a few days later show white armbands strewn around the field.
There seemed to have been one or more leaders giving orders to the at-
tackers. The violence was directed both against those in the convoy and
the 200-500 villagers who had gathered to greet Daw Aung San Suu Kyi
and her party. Some of those in the convoy stayed in their cars and some
got out of their cars and tried to hide in the fields; both groups were at-
tacked. The attackers used sharpened bamboo and wooden stakes and
iron rods. The attackers also hit people with stones, reportedly harassed
women, ripped off their blouses and stripping off their jewelry, and also
took people's personal belongings from the cars. The attackers reportedly
shouted, "Do not call us Kyantphut any more" Kyantphut being a de-
rogatory term used to refer to members of the Union Solidarity and De-
velopment Association (USDA) a pro-government mass organization.
According to testimonies, there were between 50 and 70 people lying on
the road, either injured or dead. By 9 p.m., the violence ended.

"It is reported that after the situation had calmed down, about eight vehi-
cles, including trucks, arrived at the site of the incident. Their passengers
covered the bodies with blankets and put them on the trucks. Some of
those removing the bodies were allegedly wearing military uniforms.
They also cleaned the road with branches they ripped off nearby trees."

"Daw Aung San Suu Kyi was traveling at the front of the motorcade
in the cab of a pick up truck with two other persons; more people were in the open bed of the truck. When the truck was attacked, one of her companions pushed Daw Aung San Suu Kyi’s head down and covered her with his body while the driver pushed onto Ye-u, a town beyond Depayin. At the entrance they were stopped by a bar across the road.

“Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and her companions were then taken to Ye-u police station where they remained in what appears to be a guest room until 1 a.m. Later that morning, she was told that arrangements had been made to take her somewhere else. At that point she realized that U Tin Oo and some of the others from the convoy who had been left behind were at Ye-u as well. When she refused to go without the others, policewomen carried her to a car. They started driving, stopping twice, first at the 6th Tank Battalion rest room and then at an army guest house in Minbu. They drove for 24 hours, reaching Insein prison at 8.20 a.m. on 1 June. There she was kept in a small house in the prison compound until 24 June, when she was moved to Ye Gaung Yeiktha in Ye-Mon army camp. She left the camp on 16 September, when she went into hospital for an operation. She remained in the hospital 10 days and returned home on 26 September.”

When the peoples of Burma and the international community learned that she was home and later, that she was free to leave her house, the international press began to lose interest and turned its attention elsewhere. But for the peoples of Burma, the situation did not return to normal. Daw Aung San Suu Kyi refused to accept her “release” until other leaders, such as U Tin U, also were released and all were free to resume their normal activities. As this is being written Daw Suu Kyi and the other leaders still are confined under house arrest.

Mr. Pinheiro concluded his report of the event with the observation that,

“Effective redress of the human rights violations that occurred during the incident would provide a moral compass to guide the country forward on the path to national reconciliation and democratization. It is not a question of seeking revenge, or taking a partisan political stance. Missing this opportunity for reconciliation could lead to more negative developments. The Special Rapporteur therefore proposed to SPDC that he conduct an independent assessment of the Depayin incident under his mandate, or assist in carrying out a full and independent inquiry.”
Apparently, the new page that Lt. Col. Hla Min reported had been opened was closed when Daw Aung San Suu Kyi used her freedom to travel widely and reawaken national interest in politics. It brought ever larger crowds to see and listen to her and the military rulers must have realized that she and not they were the object of the publics’ attention and affection. It seems likely that the military rulers hastily turned to another page.

The Burma Road Map.

Even as the world’s interest in Burma affairs remained seized by the Depayin Affair, the Burma military rulers refocused their gaze at the end of August when they made important changes in political leadership with Gen. Khin Nyunt’s replacement of Sen.Gen. Than Shwe as Prime Minister as the most significant. While diplomats and commentators alike tried to understand the meaning of the changes, five days later, the new Prime Minister drew the world’s attention by giving his first address and ending it with an announcement and brief discussion of the road map to political change the government intended to follow. For some time, various states, NGOs and foreign political leaders had been suggesting road maps to political change and had been urging the junta to announce a plan of its own or adopt one of their suggestions and set it in motion. Spokespersons for the Burma junta contended that such suggestions and offers of aid by others, in both devising a road map and helping to put it into play, were “interference in Burma’s internal affairs” and contrary both to the UN Charter and the Asean Way and would not comment upon them. Once Burma put forward its own plan, Thailand dropped its suggested road map, gave full support to the plan of the Burma Prime Minister and sought to rally other nations to join him.

General Khin Nyunt announced his road map as part of a larger address which he delivered to a domestic audience drawn from members of his government, military leaders and at least two members of the SPDC. Neither members of the diplomatic community nor the public were invited to attend. He devoted the largest portion of his remarks to reviewing the state’s accomplishments since the military seized power. With this as a reminder of what they have done thus far, and having said nothing about the Depayin affair, he closed his address by announcing the government’s next mission—transforming Burma into a disciplined democratic system.

Khin Nyunt framed his proposal with the reminder that Burma is a multi-nation state of “over 100 nationalities that have lived together in
unity and harmony for thousands of years, it is a nation that is striving with highest priority to build national unity and repeated the watchwords of the Tatmadaw: non-disintegration of the Union, non-disintegration of national solidarity and perpetuation of sovereignty, “as the national policy of the country.” He reemphasized this thesis by declaring that “the most important factor in building a new, peaceful, modern, developed and democratic nation is the emergence of a disciplined [emphasis added] democratic system that does not effect the historical traditions of the Union...and that does not effect the national prestige and integrity of our people and nation; and that does not effect the national characteristics of our people.” He never specifically said what he meant by “disciplined”, although he used the term twice; he apparently did not need to as the audience understood. If any didn’t, his summary of Burma’s history under military rule—its economic and social accomplishments under order it imposed in 1988 and maintains over most of the 50 million people living in Burma—should have made it clear. If any still didn’t understand or had any doubt where the new Prime Minister intends to lead the nation, he said in closing,

“...it is very important to advance along the national path without deviation by firmly embracing patriotism, national spirit, spirit of national unity and Union spirit for the perpetuation of the Union in its march toward the national goal of a new peaceful, modern, developed and democratic state for the long term interest of the state and all the people.”

The Khin Nyunt road map offers seven steps to political change. It begins with the reconvening of the National Convention (NC), an institution which the military created in 1992 and allowed to remain active until 1996.

2. A “step-by-step implementation of the process necessary for the emergence of a genuine and disciplined democratic system.”

3. “Drafting of a new constitution in accordance with basic principles and detailed basic principles laid down by the National Convention.

4. “Adoption of the constitution through national referendum.

5. “Holding of free and fair elections for Pyithu Hluttaws (legislative bodies) according to the new constitution.

6. “Convening of Hluttaws attended by Hluttaw members in accordance with the new constitution.
7. “Building a modern, developed and democratic nation by the state leaders elected by the Hluttaw; and the government and other central organs formed by the Hluttaw.”

Even as he spoke, the first steps onto his road map had been taken. The government reassembled the three leadership bodies of the National Convention, the 18-member National Convention Convening Commission under Lt Gen. Thein Sein, Secretary-2 of SPDC, which is charged with overseeing the drafting of the Constitution; the 35-member National Convention Convening Work Committee; the 43-member National Convention Convening Management Committee. In the report of the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Pinheiro noted that there were no representatives of the NLD, other political parties or the ethnic minorities on any of the three committees.

The Special Rapporteur’s January 4, 2004 Report said that he was informed that the new NC will start where its predecessor left off, building upon the 104 Principles adopted in 1993 and all political parties will be able to participate equally in the Convention as one of the eight eligible categories of participants. Mr. Pinheiro also wrote that in answer to his specific question regarding NLD participation, he was informed that NLD would be expected to take part in the National Convention and it was now up to NLD to come forward and join the process. Gen. Khin Nyunt gave no indication that the government would recognized the overwhelming victory of the NLD in the 1990 election and that it would count for something in the new NC. The Special Rapporteur observed that “the process of the National Convention has yet to embrace those elements that are conducive to a genuinely free, transparent and inclusive process involving all political parties, ethnic nationalities and elements of civil society.

So little is known about the stops along the road map, it is impossible to know if its goal can be reached. All who have read and studied the map make the same first observation—it has no time table. Since it has taken sixteen years since the military seized power in 1988 to get to this point, it seems unlikely that the road to a disciplined democracy will be completed anytime soon.

The first step appears complete; what other principles are left to add if the NC must begin its work where its predecessor left off? There seems to be little for it to do. The original NC made certain that the military would dominate the future government in the executive and legislative branches. The military must have a quarter of the seats in the new Pyithu Hluttaw and the hluttaws at the levels below; it also excluded the military budget.
from review by the civilian members of parliament. Although the principles adopted by the first NC acknowledged the subdivision of the country into fourteen parts—the same as before the military seized power in 1988—the previous divisions will be called regions and the states will continue to use the names given to them in 1974. The new political system will not be federal; instead, to satisfy the ethnic minorities who have struggled for so long to achieve some form of self government and right of self determination, the constitutional principles adopted call for subdivision of states and regions into self administered areas and allotting them to peoples of the same race who reside together in common stretches of land in appropriate sizes of population; at the same time, the national races who have states will not receive additional territory of their own in the states or regions of others regardless of how large their concentrations outside of their own states may be.

As for the Tatmadaw, the accepted 104 principles declare that it has the right to independently administer all affairs concerning the armed forces; the Defences Services Commander-in-Chief is the Supreme Commander of all armed forces; and the Tatmadaw has the right to administer for participation of the entire people in State security and defence; the Tatmadaw also has the main responsibility for safeguarding non-disintegration of the Union, of national solidarity, perpetuation of sovereignty. The Tatmadaw is mainly responsible for safeguarding the State constitution.

If one assumes that the new NC completes its work, who will define the work to be done at the second step—implementation of the process necessary for the emergence of a genuine and disciplined democracy? Although Prime Minister Khin Nyunt discussed the concept in his formal speech, the term does not appear in the adopted principles. This, in fact, may be a topic the new National Convention will take up and resolve.

From the Prime Minister’s speech, it is not clear whether the elected members to the Pyithu Hluttaw who were chosen by the people in 1990 will be assembled. According to the SLORC Announcement No. 1/90, July 1990, Art. 20, “The representatives elected by the people are responsible for drafting a constitution for the future democratic state.” Unless the present rulers intend to violate their own law, the Pyithu Hlattaw should finally be seated. Also, if the military honors its own declaration (1/90) there is no basis for the National Convention to have any role in writing the new constitution. If both the NA and the members of the Pyithu Hluttaw are seated, it could lead to a contest between the two over the validity of the constitutional principles. Since the accepted meaning of the term, Pyithu Hluttaw was defined in the 1974 constitution as the “highest Organ of state power and exercises the sovereign powers of the

Also, if the military honors its own declaration (1/90) there is no basis for the National Convention to have any role in writing the new constitution.
State on behalf of the people,” it remains to be seen, whether or not the SPDC will allow the Pyithu Hluttaw to be seated and act freely, without dictation, as implied in the formal term or if it will be required, as a price to be seated, to voluntarily follow the principles drafted by the NC. Or, does the ruling junta intend to cancel the election results, even at this late hour, and give the job of writing the new constitution to the members of the NC?

These are just a few of the questions which must be answered if a constitution emerges which the people will accept and live under in peace.

What Do The Two Events Suggest About The Future?

How do Depayin and the road map relate? Did they occur because the military leaders were divided on the question which has vexed them since Daw Aung San Suu Kyi arrived on the political scene on August 26, 1988—how to get rid of her without arousing the population against the military? Did the military leaders see her growing crowds during her visits outside of Rangoon and their own failure, thus far, to win popular backing as an intolerable situation. Did they reason that unless they got rid of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi they would never be able to make their dictatorship permanent. Depayin offered them a way of solving their problem with her if she had been killed. Anything, they may have reasoned, can happen in a riot; and had the attempt on her life been successful, it would have drawn sharp and loud criticism from abroad and caused great discontent and unrest among the peoples of Burma. But, had she been removed, it would have become an historical fact, just as the assassination of her father became a fact that everyone eventually learned to live with.

Given that no other person has her charisma and hold upon the people, both in and outside of Burma, a leaderless opposition to permanent military rule could, in time, have been manipulated, split and made irrelevant.

Does the road map idea achieve the same end without the need to murder their rival and fear that someone else might rise from the crowd, take her place and assume the leadership in Burma’s struggle against military dictatorship? Presumably, the road map was addressed to the people primarily and to the outside world secondarily. It suggested that the military, at last, felt strong enough to push through their constitution and erect a permanent constitutional dictatorship. With or without Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, it may have seemed to the military leaders, who sup-
ported the map, that it could count on the people not to rise up and attempt to challenge their rule and count on a few foreign states to support its move; it also may have discounted the states of Western Europe and the United States as unwilling to repeat the Iraq experience. So long as Burma opened its physical and human resources to foreign investors and gave them financial or other rewards for supporting strong military rule, the military rulers could triumph.

For the supporters of the road map, the elimination of Daw Aung Suu Kyi, was not necessary to successfully complete their plans. They know that her isolation under house arrest is acceptable to the Burmese people and the international community so long as everyone knows or believes that she is not mistreated and is allowed a tiny decree of freedom within the walls of her villa. If, however, the plan to murder her in a riot, or in a situation where her guards were incapable of protecting her from the wrath of her attackers, that might be made acceptable if they could convince the people that they did everything to protect her. And, if they failed, it would be seen by all that it was not the military which murdered her, but an individual or group of individuals who were unknown before the tragic act and they could not be prevented from carrying out their plans. If a proper period of mourning was decreed and she was interred with her father it could respond positively to the Burmese sense of forgiveness that Buddhism teaches, all of its followers might respond peacefully and no hold the military rulers at fault.;

Time seems to be on the military rulers’ side as states both near and far grow impatient to see some sort of political stability return to Burma, some sort of power structure in place which can contain the “radicals” in Burma and create an environment to allow the nation to participate in the great projects of international highways, waterways, dams and power projects being planned in Southeast Asia which depend upon the inclusion of a peaceful and cooperative Burma.

It can be hypothesized that probably most of the members of SPDC favored the Depayin plan, as it was the first to be tried. When its failure was realized, the leaders drew together, said nothing and waited to see what domestic and international action it might have provoked. The people, though angered, were not able to unite and respond forcefully to the men who almost succeeded in murdering Daw Aung San Suu Kyi. The international community quickly spoke up and major industrial nations such as the United States, Japan and the Western European states took some kinds of economic action. But carried on at a distance and with the United States deeply involved in the Middle East, the industrialized states, too, could not unite on what to do and, in the end, each took
its own action as they reacted independently.

In the face of the negative reaction primarily from Western states, the Burma rulers turned to Asian neighbors and friends to contribute support. Thailand, leaped to Burma’s defense and PM Thaksin sought to lead and orchestrate a “Stand by Burma” program. Since Thaksin assumed the office of Thailand’s PM, he has moved his nation as close to Burma as possible with the hope of receiving economic benefits for his family’s businesses as well as for the nation. China, India and Bangladesh, too, refused to condemn Burma or join the West in any common anti-Burma program. With these and other nations on its side, Burma had nothing to worry about from neighbor states.

In this situation, the Burma leaders were free to rethink the Depayin and other anti-Daw Aung San Suu Kyi actions. The plan to announce a “road map to political change” was an ideal way to shift interest away from the horrors of Depayin and toward Burma as it “turned, yet another page”; this time to solve the long festering political problems by moving the nation toward a “disciplined” democracy. Even though the seven steps are so vague that the map can lead anywhere or nowhere, each nation can fill in the blanks itself and wait to see if its guesses were correct.

In the meantime, the junta reshuffled the seats at the leadership table, giving their system a French look with a Prime Minister to oversee the day to day affairs and shoulder the blame if any emerges and establish a Presidency with real power in his hands of the nation’s leader, especially to choose and dismiss his Prime Minister.

As Daw Aung San Suu Kyi awaits the freedom of her fellow leaders and the people await peace, freedom and security from a demanding, violent and predatory government, Burma’s wheel of fortune is being readied to be spun once again.

---

**Endnotes**

* Professor Josef Silverstein is an academic from the United States of America. He is a well-known Burma expert with a long history of involvement in the issues of Burma. The Professor witnessed political changes in Burma from democratic regime to dictatorship in 1962, as he was teaching at Mandalay University in central Burma during that period. He has written and edited several books and articles on Burma. His book entitled “Burma: Military Rule and the Politics of Stagnation” (Cornell University Press, 1977) is a well-known text.*
Freedom of Expression and Transition away from Authoritarian Rule

By BK Sen*

The article Media Law now named in this article Freedom of Expression is reproduction of the presentation made in media seminar sponsored by (Internews) in 2003. The resource person was esteemed Prof. Fowler. It is published in this journal in the context of serious situation prevailing in Burma. Freedom of Expression is the key step in the ongoing road map. All steps worked out in the road map for transition will be redundant without this first step. “Abrogate the "The Printers and Publishers Registration Act, 1962 [Revolutionary Council Law, No. 26]”

Yesterday Prof. Fowler gave us the topics for discussion in the workshop under seven subtitles. In the morning section, we discussed the international standard and in the afternoon, the Burma lawyers’ Council (BLC) Mass Media Law was the focus. In my address to you today I would argue that there are no necessities for a special one media law in the whole range of laws affecting media. The purpose is to provoke a debate in the context of broadest concepts of human rights. My proposition may not be acceptable. However, the debate will bring into surface the principles of free media.

To my mind, the purpose of law is to put restrictions rather than give rights. The rights are usually enshrined in a constitution or bill of rights. Freedom of the media is an enforceable fundamental right. It is not a gift of law but exists independently of it. The law cannot give it. It can either restrict or deny it. Constitutions generally place some reasonable restrictions on its exercise-restrictions, which are well recognized and accepted in all liberal democracies. These restrictions are imposed by general laws applicable to all. My question therefore is why then a Special Law?
I would refer to Prof. Fowler who drew our attention to the first Amendment of the US Constitution. “No law shall abridge Freedom of Expression even if it is offensive.” Therefore, I will argue that lets us put the restriction in our basic law, the supreme law of the country, the Constitution and other general laws. Let us not burden our people who are poor with hundred of laws. The less number of laws we have in our country but more awareness of the people is promoted, the more people have knowledge, the more vibrant is our civil societies, the more our political parties give good governance the less number of laws we will need. We may even broaden the definition of the freedom of expression. However, we should not do anything to restrict or limit it under conditions of necessities, or for public order; these are all flexible terms.

Media, which has emerged as the powerful institution in society, has been characterized as the Fourth Estate in many liberal democracies. It has pulled down many governments on grounds of corruption, lack of transparency, lack of accountability, and ruined careers of political leaders and tycoons. It has also its failings, lack of commitment and playing an affirmative role in poverty eradication. It is well to remember that the freedom of the media is not the freedom only of its owners and of journalists. It essentially the freedom of the people to be informed fully and truthfully on all matters of public importance. Media laws and ethics have to aim at securing these objectives. To the extent that they enable, and not obstruct, the media to fulfill this essential function, are adequate and satisfactory. If not, they need to be changed and refurbished. Alternatively, we could not have media laws or ethics at all. The media laws and ethics of this country have to be tested on this anvil. I will try to cover this in its entire essentials against a backdrop of the Burma Legal and ethical scenario.

**Historical Perspective of Mass Media Laws**

I will break this discussion up in the following order;

1. Colonial Era
2. Post Independence (U Nu Era)
3. Ne Win (Military Era)
4. Burma Socialist Programme Party Era
5. State Law and Order Restoration Council’s Era
6. State Peace and Development Council’s Era

1. Colonial Era

As Prof. Fowler explained, common law was the British model. It was
exported to Burma. Burma was conquered in three phases, 1824, 1852 and 1885 when India, a neighboring country was already under British occupation. Most of the laws enforced in India were also enforced in Burma, including Media Laws.

The Press Act 1835 came in. It was seen to be a very liberal law. Then came XV of 1857, which was known as the Gagging Act. It introduced mandatory licensing for the owner or operator of printing presses, empowered the government to prohibit the publication or circulation of any newspaper, book or other printed matter; and banned the publication or dissemination of statements or news stories which had a tendency to cause hatred or contempt for the government, incite disaffection or unlawful resistance to its orders, or weaken its lawful authority. The law expired in 1867 when the Press and Books Act was enacted, which was not very controversial. In 1870 the law of sedition began which prohibited the incitement of, or attempts to incite, disaffection against the government by spoken or written words, or actions. This law was subsequently incorporated in the Penal Code. The Vernacular Press Act of 1878 was a far-reaching measure, which allowed the government to clamp down on the publication of writings, deemed seditious and to impose punitive sanctions on printers and publishers who failed to fall into line. Under this law, any district magistrate or police commissioner could demand security from the printer and publisher of a newspaper, forfeit such security or confiscate any printed matter considered objectionable, without the aggrieved party having recourse to a court of law. This was repealed in 1880 to earn the goodwill amongst the Burmese population. These laws applied to Lower and Central Burma which were under British occupation.

In 1885, with one line, the British declared that Burma was annexed to India as one of its provinces. There after all laws in India became laws of Burma except the customary law.

Relevant to media law, there was the amendment to the Official Secrets Act of 1899, which expanded the government’s powers to prosecute in respect of civil matters as well as military and naval matters. The amendment also made it impossible for those being prosecuted to obtain bail. This was widely perceived as a measure aimed at curtailing the freedom of the press. The Newspaper (Incitement to Offences) Act 1908 was promulgated. It authorized local authorities to take action against the editor of any newspaper that published matter deemed to constitute an incitement to murder or rebellion. The birth of Young Men Buddhist Association (YMBA) in 1906 and its spread in 1910 witnessed a movement as in India articulating nationalist aspiration. People began to adopt a more assertive stance, and asserting freedom of expression. The Indian Press
Act 1910 was enacted. The leading nationalist newspaper “Myanmar Alin” in Burmese appeared in 1920 and New Light of Myanmar in English appeared in 1930. The Indian Press Act was a comprehensive law that aimed to increase government control over the press. Under the Act, owners of presses were required to tender security deposits; these were to be forfeited if they printed any ‘objectionable’ matter. Further action, including seizure of presses, could be taken if the papers persisted in such conduct. The Act also authorized customs and postal authorities to detain and search mail suspected of containing ‘objectionable’ matter. In addition, the police were given extensive powers of search and seizure. The harshness of this legislation was matched only by the vigor of its enforcement.

The laws of 1908 and 1910 were abolished and Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act 1931 was enacted. It combined the worst features of the 1908 and 1910 and 1930 laws. Under Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act the government could demand a security deposit from any newspaper and forfeit it if the paper published anything which, in the opinion of the government, tended to (i) incite or encourage the commission of any cognizable offence involving violence; or (ii) express, directly or indirectly, approval or admiration of any person who commits or is alleged to commit such offence. Where the paper concerned had not made such a deposit, the government could forfeit the press in which it was being printed. The Act also allowed the postal and customs authorities to seize articles in the course of transmission where it was suspected that they contained matter tending to incite or encourage the commission of a cognizable offence or expressed approval or admiration of any person who was involved in the commission of such an offence.

The nationalist movement continued to grow with the birth of “Doe Bama Ase Ayong”, All Burma Students Union (ABSU), Rangoon University Students Union (RUSU) and the advent of the doyen of Burmese literature Thakin Ko Do Maing. The main instrument to suppress freedom of expression was censorship, and an uneasy relationship between the government and press persisted. The Hanthawaddy and Thuria daily newspapers were under the strict vigilance of the authorities. The Second World War broke out and free press ceased under Japanese occupation.

On 4 January 1948, Burma’s new leaders had to urgently address the role of freedom of speech and expression in the country’s emerging constitution. Toward this end, they included an article, that guaranteed freedom of speech and expression (Article 17 (i), read with Article 17 (ii) of the Constitution. The philosophy behind the approach of the constitutional draftsmen is best expressed in the words “I would rather have a completely free press with all the dangers involved in the wrong use of that
freedom, than a suppressed or regulated press.”

With this background I would request you all to examine the “Printer and Publisher Registration Law 1962”, Your conclusion, I have no doubt, will be that it is worse than the colonial press laws I have placed before you. It is the most heavily regulated in the world. I will discuss it later.

(2) Post Independence Era (U Nu Era)

My focus will be that in this era, the first transition to democracy, there was no special media law. A veteran media personality, U Thaung, characterized this era as the “Golden Age of Free Press” in Burma.

When U Nu was Prime Minister, a small department called the Press Review Department read through newspapers and periodicals so that government departments could respond rapidly to what was being said about them in the press. Only on a few occasions, did U Nu attempt to restrict freedom, the Emergency Provision Act 1950 and Public Order Preservation Order (POPA). In late 1961, he suspended the newspaper, Htoon Daily, and detained its editor, U Htun Pe. During this period, the famous U Thant who became the Secretary General of UN was in-charge of the Press Review Department. This period being a transitional period, democracy had many deficiencies. No sooner than, U Nu was in power, civil war broke out. The Karen ethnic minority and the Burma Communist Party went into armed rebellion. Some battalions of the Burma Army joined along with Peoples. Volunteer Organisation (PVO). Actually, U Nu government was reduced to Rangoon Administration. Then, the ruling party under went a vertical split. U Sein Win a noted journalist and editor of the Guardian Daily, vividly portrayed the political scenario. The country was approaching a near chaos situation. The parliament invited General Ne Win to take control and handed over power. A caretaker government was installed. An election was held in 1960 and U Nu returned to power.

This narrative is given to corroborate my stand that there was no resort to repressive media laws. In spite of the difficulties of the times, it is a tribute to the strength of Burma’s democracy that emergency, and security concerns did not succeed in breaching the ramparts of freedom and the rule of law. The country enjoyed all the political freedom traditionally associated with a liberal democracy. The press played its role in safeguarding this right and the right of the courts. The Supreme Court had wide powers, including the power to issue high prerogative traditional writs such as habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition and, certiorari. The right to approach the Supreme Court had itself been made a fundamental right. The
free press freely published all the gross violations of human rights by the enforcement agencies. It prevented executive intrusion/intervention in the highest judiciary. The point I am laboring to make out it is that in spite of such a critical situation, no law to restrict freedom of expression was put in place. This historical evidence is sufficient to establish my case for no special media law.

From the historical evidence, a collateral issue arises, namely: why did democracy flounder and the military coup over-threw it? From the point of view of media, my humble submission is that despite a free press, the freedom was not properly used. To make matters short: if you go through the newspapers of that period you find they had insufficient coverage of the issue of civil war, on the issue of bankruptcy of political leaders, and the criminal neglect of the rights of the ethnic nationalities. By all standards the paramount issue of that era was the right of secession given to the ethnic nationalities enshrined in article 100 of the 1947 constitution, to be exercised within ten years from the date of coming in of the constitution. General Ne Win seized power on the excuse that the country was disintegrating on this very issue.

My contention is that a media law, by itself, cannot deliver the goods. Freedom of expression, unless it addresses the core issues, which divide the society, and enable authoritarianism to emerge, is a diluted freedom. This media law is not in position to meet the problem; the fundamental law is needed to take care of such evils.

(3) Ne Win (Military Era)

In March 1962, Ne Win seized power and in August 1962, his Revolutionary Council promulgated the “Printer and Publisher Registration Law”. The Generals did their homework very well and targeted the most vital sectors of human rights. It is said that freedom of expression is first in all fundamental rights, which are equal. The Generals knew that this right was the biggest danger to their continuation in power. So as a masterstroke they promulgated the above law, right at the out-set. The international human rights NGO Article 19, has described this law as the “main instrument of official censorship”. Under this law, a Press Scrutiny Board (now called the Literary Works Scrutinizing Committee) was formed by the Ministry of Home affairs. The members of this body are officers from the military intelligence and the police Special Branch.

In September 1964, the Revolutionary Council nationalized the country’s newspapers due to their outspoken criticism. This ended Burma’s Free Press, a press that had been one of the most free and lively in Asia. Two State-controlled daily newspapers were provided: the Working Peoples
Daily (Burmese in 1963 and in 1964 in English. No independence newspaper or magazines existed.

(4) Burma Socialist Programme Party Era

The Burma Socialist Programme Party (BSPP) gave a sham constitution to the people, though it made provision for freedom of press. Ironically, the 1975 State Protection Law was passed under which Daw Aung San Suu Kyi was subsequently kept under house arrest. This provided no right to appeal. It was used with other media laws. The authorities did not repeal “Printer and Publisher Registration Law No. 26/1962”. On the contrary, in the 1975 it issued a set of guidelines eleven to the press scrutiny board.

BSPP’s Guidelines were repressive and complete censorship. They were more or less copybooks of the one party system that existed before the cold war. In 1985, the Television and Video law was enacted which had a considerable adverse impact on the state of freedom of expression in the media in Burma. It provided for compulsory licensing of television sets, videocassette recorders and satellite television by the Ministry of Communication, Posts and Telegraphs, and of the video business by newly-constituted State or Divisional Video Business Supervisory Committees. There were many other restrictions. These included public exhibition, censorship certificates, and there was no right to appeal to court-appeal was only to the Ministry of Information. The 1985 law laid down a stiff penalty: imprisonment for five years, an unspecified fine or confiscation. Suppression of freedom of expression led to the historic uprising 8-8-88. Freedom of expression came into the open and demonstrated people power under which the BSPP regime collapsed.

(5) State Law and Order Restoration Council's Era

The 8-8-88 events taught the junta some lessons. Immediately the “Printer and Publisher Registration Law” was amended in 1989. The penalties were increased: imprisonment for up to seven years and a fine of up to 30,000 Kyats.

It was the era when multi-party democracy was proclaimed as the goal of the State. It held a General Election in which Daw Aung San Suu Kyi’s party, the National League for Democracy (NLD) won a landslide victory. Instead of handing power according to the mandate of the election, measures that are more repressive followed. Daw Aung San Suu Kyi was kept under house arrest.

The 8-8-88 events taught the junta some lessons. Immediately the “Printer and Publisher Registration Law” was amended in 1989. The penalties were increased: imprisonment for up to seven years and a fine of up to 30,000 Kyats.
The Computer Science Development Law 1996 bans unlicensed computer networks, and the penalty was 15 years in jail. The motion Picture Law 1996, created a regime of censorship for conventional cinematograph films. A license was mandatory. Punishment was a fine and cancellation of licenses. There was no appeal to court.

(6) State Peace and Development Council's Era

In 1998, a set of regulations (11/98) was passed concerning video. There is only one state run news agency in Burma. This disseminates information to government controlled newspapers, radio and television stations. The state newspapers are published by the News and Periodicals Enterprise, a division of the Information Ministry. The State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) continues to own and control all daily newspapers, domestic radio and television broadcasting facilities. These official media are propaganda organs of the SPDC, and do not report opposing views, except to criticize them. While some state-owned newspapers, continue to include only edited international wire service reports on foreign news, domestic news has complied strictly with SPDC policy.

All privately owned publications, remain under close scrutiny and are subject to pre-publication censorship by state censorship boards. Due to delays in obtaining the approval of the censors, private news periodicals are generally published monthly or less often. Although private weekly tabloids have proliferated, they also remain subject to strict censorship, and do not report on domestic political news.

Imported publications, also remain subject to pre-distribution censorship by state censorship boards. Possession of publications not approved by the state censorship boards, is a serious offence and punished by imprisonment. The SPDC also restricts the legal importation of foreign new periodicals, by licensing. Citizens are unable to subscribe directly to foreign publications. Censors frequently ban issues, or delete articles deemed unwelcome by the SPDC.

Since 1997, the SPDC has issued only a limited number of visas to foreign journalists, and has held only a few press conferences on political subjects. Several journalists, who entered the country as tourists, were detained and deported by the SPDC. Apart from the representatives of China's official Xinhua News Agency, no foreign journalist is allowed to live in Rangoon.

Mainly due to widespread poverty, limited literacy, and poor infrastructure, radio is the most important medium of mass communication. News
periodicals rarely circulate outside urban areas, and most villages lack access to electrical power, except from generators or batteries.

The SPDC continues to monopolize and tightly control the content of all domestic radio broadcasting. Foreign radio broadcasts, such as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Voice of America (VOA), Radio Free Asia (RFA), and the Norway-based Democratic Voice of Burma (DVB), remain the principal sources of uncensored information in Burma.

The SPDC severely and systematically restricts access to the electronic media. Under a decree issued by the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) in 1996, all computers, software, and associated telecommunications devices are subject to registration. Possession of unregistered equipment is punishable by imprisonment.

The Ministry of Defense operated the country’s only known Internet Service Provider. In 1999, it began to offer internet services, selectively to a small number of customers. The country’s first cyber café opened on Rangoon in 1999, but did not offer patrons direct access to the Internet. Since late last year, some 5,000 people within the country have access to the national Intranet, the Burmese junta’s substitute for the Internet. Many web surfers have complained about delays in updating websites.

All websites are controlled by Bagan Cyber Tech. Bagan Cyber Tech is an IT company owned by a famous local businessperson with strong ties to the military government. Any publishing company or other business hoping to launch a website must go through Bagan. As such, it acts as a kind of censorship board for online version of magazines and journals, because the Military Intelligence (MI) is watching closely. Under the military regime in Burma, there is no freedom of expression. The Press Security Board, which consists of officers from the army and MI, censors every sentence of periodical journals and magazines both before and after printing.

Media in Exile

Something must be said about the talented journalists who fled the country and setup media in foreign countries. A few of them may be named: *Irrawaddy, New Era, Myanmar Alin, Voice of Burma, Mizzima News Group, BurmaNet, Shan Herald Agency for News, Lighting, Amyin Thit, the Journal of Constitutional Affairs, Legal Issues on Burma Journal, Mon Forum, Chin Journal, Yoma, and Dove.* There are a host of other newspapers and magazines
that champion the cause of restoration of democracy in Burma. Radio broadcast on different issues by RFA, BBC, VOA, and DVB reach people inside Burma.

Following are some examples of the military’s crack-down on the freedom of expression:

U Tin Moe, editor of *Pei-hpu-Hlwa*, in 1992 sentenced to four years in prison. He is National Literature Award winner.

U Win Tin former editor of the *Hanthawaddy* newspaper, sentenced to three years imprison. This was subsequently extended to ten years in 1992 and again to 7 years in 1996.

Ma Thida, a medical doctor, short story writer, sentenced to 20 years in 1993.

Hla Min, Htay Win and Thida Aye and a printer Khin Maung Than, of the Thein Than Printing Works were detained.

Dr. Mauna Maung Kyaw (ten years imprisonment) and other (seven years imprisonment) were sentenced to long prison terms for helping Aung Htum with the preparation of his books.

Publication of popular literary journal, *Sa-Pay-Gya-neh*, was censored for its honor to leading poet Min Thu Wun.

The magazine *Thint Pawa* was censored in 1996 for commemorating the 75th university of Rangoon University. It license was canceled for publishing a speech by deputy minister Tin Maung Than who fled to Thailand in 2000.

The NLD, although a registered legal political party, has been denied publication license.

There are many other cases, which cannot be listed for lack of space.

**Conclusion**

My submission is that the more media laws we have, the greater the tendency to become arbitrarily oppressive. There is a wide body of what may be described as ‘general’ statutory law, which applies to all mass media alike. The plethora of legislation regulates the operational aspects of life and more than one sector of the mass media. The laws deal with, for example, restrictions that can be imposed on freedom of expression on
grounds of national security and public order, personal reputation, public morals and public policy, personal privacy and contempt of court.

There are several statutes, which impose restrictions on the mass media on grounds of national security and public order. The most prominent of these is the Indian Penal Code 1860. Its provisions are supplemented by the Code of Criminal Procedure 1973. Section 124-(a) deals with sedition and section 153-(a) with enmity between different groups. It covers hate speech in. section 195-(a). Other laws include the Police (Incitement to Disaffection) Act 1922, the Official Secret Act, the Post Office Act (1898), and the Custom Act. Section 292 of the Penal Code deals with public morals and public policy, and section 294-(a) of Penal Code relates to public policy.

The law of defamation has two distinct components, the criminal law of defamation (contained in the Penal Code) and the civil law of defamation (contained in the common law). Section 499 of the Penal Code contains four explanations and ten exceptions to the general rules of defamation. The exceptions offer useful defenses to the mass media against unjust or oppressive attempts at prosecution for defamation. Common law and criminal law guarantees a general right of privacy. For example, nuisance, trespass, harassment, defamation, malicious falsehood and breach of confidence. ‘The right to privacy is implicit in the constitutional guarantee of the right to life and liberty, It basically means a right to be left alone’.

The Contempt of Court Act is a restriction on media. Under the Evidence, Act, production of certain documents can be enforced, and confidentially of sources can be maintained. Freedom of expression includes the “right to know” and therefore access to information can be obtained.

It is my submission that media law, of itself, is not essential. What is necessary is a vibrant civil society, democratic political parties, constitutional empowerment of the marginalized, transparency, decision making at the grassroots, and accountabilities. In short-good governance will meet the concerns and rights of the media . The media can have a self-regulated institution like Press Council charged with the tasks of preserving the freedom of Press and maintaining and improving the standards of media and other mandate.

Endnotes

* The author is an Executive Committee Member of the Burma Lawyers’ Council.
Human Rights Norms in Burmese Society

*Khin Maung Win*

Certain human rights norms exist in Burmese society. Human rights violations occurring in Burma would not have happened if there was greater opportunity for these human rights norms to be upheld or practiced. To understand this problem it is necessary to study the source of the norms before considering why the norms haven’t been respected. Human rights norms found in Burmese society come from three sources:

- Buddhism and Buddhist literature;
- Common law and Burmese legal traditions; and
- International obligations.

This article looks at each of these sources and concludes that they provide a foundation for informal Bill of Rights that operates in Burma.

**Buddhism and Buddhist Literature**

A wide range of human rights norms can be found in the teachings of Lord Buddha and Buddhist literature. However, the construction of human rights in Buddhist countries may not be the same as their construction in western societies. This difference should not be interpreted as showing there are no human rights notions in Buddhism and in the societies influenced by Buddhism like Burma. When looked at through the western rights prism, the human rights norms of Buddhism are not so apparent.

**Rights and duties in the western approach**

Provisions of most of the human rights documents of the western soci-
ety - from Magna Carta (1215) to Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, 1948) - deal mainly with rights. Given their historical genesis it is clear why these documents have a rights focus: such rights are fundamental for citizens to resist repressive monarchs/regimes. Therefore, one common approach in western societies is that claiming, or belief in, rights strengthens the power of the powerless. This belief can be seen as a reflection of the period surrounding the American and French revolutions of the 18th century that produced such seminal declarations as the American Declaration of Independence (1776) and French Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizens (1789) respectively. These prominent human rights documents claim mainly the rights of the free man, not incorporating any significant duties of those they are seeking to protect.

Western human rights documents, however, do remind us that there are duties that sit alongside rights. The UDHR (particularly articles 29 and 30) and several provisions of other international human rights documents such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) articulate positive and negative duties to be performed by parties concerned. According to Raz, rights are the grounds of duties in the sense that one way of justifying holding a person to be subject to a duty is that this serves the interest on which another's rights is based. But not all documents sufficiently express duties. Nickel expressed frustration with human rights instruments that they do not sufficiently or clearly define who is obliged to ensure the enforcement and implementation of the rights they declare. These statements demonstrate that the generating and performing of duties by the right-holders is part of the construction of human rights also in western societies. What western experience suggests is that there are always duties along with rights.

Duties and rights in Buddhism

As Keown suggests, the lack of words equivalent to “rights” (human rights) in Theravada Buddhism does not necessarily mean that there is no concept of rights in Buddhism. The concept of rights exists in Buddhism even though a word for it does not. Most of the human rights concepts found in Buddhism are of the duty-oriented type. The fact that Buddhism addresses duties, rather than rights, could be misinterpreted in some situations that Buddhism does not promote human rights. In Buddhism what is due in any situation is determined by reference to Dharma. Dharma, as Keown points out, determines not just “what one is due to do” but also “what is due to one”. Performance of duty by one is aimed to ensure the rights of another (or others). Through X’s performance of...
his or her duty, Y receives enjoyment to which he or she is entitled. The duties of one party correspond to the entitlement or “rights” of another (or others).

Buddha laid down codes of duties to be performed by every individual in six social categories of pairs, according to rank and position in life. These are:

1. Parents-children
2. Teachers-pupils
3. Husband-wife
4. Friend-friend
5. Employer-employee
6. Recluse-devotees

Fulfilment of duties by the one in any of above pairs will ensure the enjoyment of rights by other(s). The relationship of persons in these social pairs may be seen as a patron-client relation. It is typically different from the western human rights concepts in which the rights concept is based on equality of abstract human beings. However, being characterised as a patron-client relationship doesn’t necessarily mean that the human rights concept is absent. Each individual fulfilling their duties assures the rights of their counterpart in the social pair. For example, the five duties of parents are to assure the rights of their children.

The classical model of patron-client relationship that generates the rights of clients can be found in “king-citizen” relationship, which Buddha also provided for scripting ten duties for the king. The ten duties of the king are:

1. Dana or giving
2. Sila or moral integrity
3. Pariccaga or philanthropy
4. Ajjava or uprightness
5. Maddava or gentleness
6. Tapa or self-control
7. Akkodha or absence of anger
8. Avihimsa or non-violence
9. Khanti or patience
10. Avirodhata or absence of obstruction

It is the duty of king to serve regally in accordance with the standards of these rules. Where the king (or government in modern sense) performs these duties, such performance automatically leads to the enjoyment of rights by the citizens. In many cases, government in a Buddhist country
often fails to perform the duties. It is obvious that the ongoing human rights violations in Burma happen in direct contradiction with, or ignorance of, the ten duties that the rulers have to perform as a government (king).

What Buddha suggested is that individuals, whatever social category they are in, are responsible to perform their duties in order to make sure others can enjoy rights. If one neglects his or her duties, he or she neglects his or her responsibility, which will result in the gradual disappearance of peace and harmony in society. It can be seen then that Buddha approached human rights from the perspective of duties. The performance of duties by each and every individual will automatically afford them their rights. Its essence is reciprocity which is a key feature of many societies and relationships.

Buddhism and universal human rights

Phra Dhammapitaka underlines the commonalities between Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Buddhism as follows.

As for Buddhists, we can certainly see in the UDHR the likenesses that are inherently similar to Buddhist practice. Comparing the UDHR to the Five Precepts, we will see that the Five Precepts serve as principle social pillars. If human beings act in accordance with Five Precepts, then there is no need for the UDHR, however the UDHR was needed precisely because of its universality. Buddhism that contains in essence these Five Precepts, like other religions, is not universally practised. The combination of the Five Precepts and the Six Directions (sometimes referred to as Six Social Categories as above) are then to be found with the UDHR and its acceptance into Burmese society is in a sense a reflection of the wider practices of Buddhism. The UDHR, in this regard, supports the principles of the Lord Buddha’s teachings by:

1. Translating the teaching into precise standards to give effect to the practice of the Five Precepts in real life, with control mechanisms so that the Five Precepts yield concrete results;
2. Introducing greater detail for practice, for example, the First Precept (on abstaining from taking life or doing bodily harm) or the Second Precept (on abstaining from taking what is not given) as modified into 4-5 standards and to suit with time.
Phra Dhammapitaka continues:

Comparing with Buddhism, the provisions contained in the UDHR have similar nature with Five Precepts and Six Directions. What the UDHR illustrates is that the Five Precepts or Six Directions are not sufficient to give direct guidance. The UDHR being more particular gives guidance. They serve as minimum requirements or social standards which, at least, protect the world from setting on fire, enabling people to live together and develop life to even a higher plane. In doing so, we need to go beyond the Five Precepts and the Six Directions, we need to develop ourselves further through the Sila, Samadhi, Panna.12

Negative and positive duties

Some western scholars, like Henry Shue, have divided rights into positive and negative rights, corresponding to the division of rights into social, economic, and cultural rights as positive rights and civil and political rights as negative rights. Positive rights require positive duties or to act in such an order that these rights will be realized; while negative rights require negative duties or not to act in a way that will harm the rights of others. Further, three correlative duties - duties to avoid depriving, duties to protect from deprivation and duties to aid the deprived - are provided by Shue for the realization of rights.13

Buddha’s teaching of duties also incorporates this negative-positive paradigm. The negative duties in the Five Precepts are directed at what behaviour to avoid in order to not harm the rights of others. On the other hand, five positive duties to act with - kindness, renunciation, contentment, truthfulness and mindfulness - are suggested.14 Buddha encouraged the accumulation of individual property only by striving hard and in righteous ways in order to fulfil one’s own requirements and to perform many duties.15 According to Buddha’s teaching, one who is wealthy has duties to aid others in need. This duty, according to Shue, is a duty to aid the deprived.

Preventive action

The history of the human rights movements has many examples demonstrating that the calls for protections of human rights mostly occur when such rights are violated or seriously threatened. In such environments, the human rights movement has proved that actions taken after violations are always a step behind the promotion and protection of human rights.
Therefore, many scholars have called for preventative actions rather than reactive actions in order to fully realize human rights. Scholars like Phillip Alston and international institutions including the United Nations have proposed more effective preventive measures. A point of interest is that traditional human rights notions found in the teachings of Lord Buddha are all about preventative measures that can effectively promote and protect human rights. If they are practised with due diligence in Burmese society, then such violations or threats would be avoided.

**Justiciable rights**

For rights to be recognized as human rights to be upheld or protected in a legal setting, they must be triggered with a “claim”. To enforce a right is to do so by staking a claim against someone who has either violated it or not upheld it. To have a claim is to have a case meriting consideration, that is, to have reasons or grounds that put one in a position to engage in claiming. For Martin, human rights are claims plus something else - namely, the appropriate form of social recognition. According to Martin a human right claim which lacks such social recognition is still a claim, and may even be a morally valid one, but it cannot qualify as a human right. After gaining social recognition, a right so claimed shifts to a legitimising process. It means a right in question is examined by the concerned parties, government in particular, and integrated into domestic legal provisions for enforcement. Enforceable rights are also known as justiciable rights.

Human rights norms found in Buddhism and Buddha teachings are more than claims. Some of the norms are found as legal provisions in Burmese laws capable of legal enforcement. For example, actions such as killing and harming others, sexual misconduct and stealing or destroying one’s property are not only prohibited in the Five Precepts, but also feature in Burma’s criminal law. A Burmese legal expert pointed out that Burmese Buddhist Customary Law provides better protection of the rights of women, than similar laws in societies of neighbouring countries like in India and Pakistan. Of course, where there are found to be discriminations based on gender, simply being not as bad as neighbours does not make them good laws, however the comparison is useful for argument. Therefore, human rights notions found in Buddhism and Buddha teachings are more than merely claims as they have won social recognition and some have been integrated into domestic laws. In other words, human rights norms found in Buddha teachings either have been transformed into justiciable right or have strong ground to become justiciable rights.
Common Law and Burmese Legal Traditions

Common law and human rights

In England and many of its former colonies, the practices of promotion and protection of human rights come from a common law tradition. The Magna Carta of 1215, the Petition of Right of 1628 and the Bill of Rights of 1689 are seminal human rights instruments in forming the common law system. The unwritten constitution of England puts emphasis on the virtue of the common law and the legislative supremacy of the parliament. It relies on the political process to secure that parliament does not override the basic rights and liberties of the individual, nor remove from the courts the adjudication of disputes between the citizens and the state arising out of the exercise of public power thus preserving judicial review a key precept of protection for the individual.20

One commentator explained the common law’s role in improving human rights:

“[The] common law has protected or can protect civil and political rights in various ways. First, the common law has, for a long time, recognized and protected various rights and freedoms which it has seen as fundamental. Secondly, the common law, responding to the avalanche of legislation which regulates our conduct, has developed rules of statutory construction which reduce the degree of legislative encroachment on those rights and freedoms. Furthermore, the common law system includes foremost human rights notions and standards that later came into practice not only in Britain, but almost all of the countries and societies which follow the common law tradition”.21

Legal principles that are fundamental to the protection of human rights are embodied in at least five writs widely practices in the common law system. They are summarised as follows.22

1. Habeas Corpus - A prerogative writ used to challenge the validity of a person’s detention, either in official custody or in private hands. Deriving from the royal prerogative and therefore originally obtained by petitioning the state. If, on an application for the writ, the court is satisfied that the detention is prima facie unlawful, the custodian is ordered to appear and justify it, failing which release is ordered. In addition to being used to test the legality of detention, the writ may be used to obtain review of (1) the regularity of extradition process, (2) the right to or amount of bail, or (3) the jurisdiction of a court that has imposed a criminal
sentence.

2. **Mandamus** - A prerogative order from the court instructing an inferior tribunal, public official, corporation, etc., to perform a specified public duty relating to their responsibilities. One example would be to implement the result of the a lawful election conducted by the state.\(^{23}\)

3. **Certiorari** - A remedy in which the High Court orders decisions of inferior courts, tribunals, and administrative authorities to be brought before it and quashes them if they are ultra vires or show an error of law on the face of the record. Since the remedy exists for the public good the applicant need not show a direct personal interest, but he must apply for it within three months and it is always discretionary. Originally a prerogative writ, it is now obtained by an application for judicial review.

4. **Prohibition** - A remedy in which the High Court orders an ecclesiastical or inferior court, tribunal, or administrative authority not to carry out an ultra vires act. One example may be where the lower body is hearing a case or doing something, outside its jurisdiction. Prohibition is available in cases in which, had the act been carried out, the remedy would have been certiorari and it is governed by broadly similar rules.

5. **Quo Warranto** - The writ of Quo Warranto is an application to examine matters related to the appointment or election of a certain person to determine under which authority he or she is acting. It is a procedure to protect an infringement of a citizen’s rights by the correction of an abuse of power by a state authority.

**Burmese legal system**

Burmese legal system was the most developed in Southeast Asia in the pre-colonial period. The lively Burmese legal culture was at its height between 1752 and 1819, under the first five kings of Konbaung dynasty (Third Burman Empire).\(^{24}\) The legal system at that time was mostly derived from the *dhammasat*.\(^{25}\) Dhammasats were rulings/decisions of the Burmese courts during monarchical rule before the British took over Burma. The Burmese legal culture was gradually supplanted when the British took final control over Burma in 1885. Nevertheless, dhammasats still constitute important part of today's Buddhist customary law in Burma.
Modern Burmese law is derived from the common law tradition of this period of British colonial rule. Despite the fact that totalitarian and authoritarian regimes introduced several repressive laws, the basic common law legal foundation remains strong. In addition to the British common law tradition, the Burmese legal system constitutes three strands - customary law, statutory law and judicial decision making. Burma’s Penal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code and some other laws that are directly or indirectly dealing with the rights of defendants and the citizens were given birth during the British colonial rule.

Some of the common law traditions become distorted under the military rule. Habeas Corpus, for example, was first included in Burma’s 1947 constitution. However this was expunged by General Ne Win’s military regime, which formally ruled Burma from 1962-1988, to deny the rights of his political opponents. If most of the common law traditions that existed or are existing in Burmese legal system are upheld, some violations especially violations against political activists would not have happened or would, at least, be provided with an effective remedy.

Constitutional provisions

Independent Burma has had two constitutions - the 1947 constitution and the 1974 constitution. The rights and freedoms guaranteed under “Fundamental Rights” in the 1947 constitution included several civil and political rights; among others freedom of expression and opinion, peaceful assembly, the right to form associations and unions, freedom of conscience, the right to choose and practice religion, several anti-discrimination provisions and constitutional remedies for these rights and freedoms if violated. The chapters “Relations of the State to Peasants and Workers” and “Directive Principles of State Policy” deal with economic, social and cultural rights. The 1974 constitution provided a long list of economic, social and culture rights and limited civil and political rights which include peaceful assembly and the right to recall elected representatives. The provisions that outline specific human rights can be found in the following articles.

Article 2 (Brotherhood amongst the ethnic groups)- The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma is a State where in various national races make homes together.

Article 8 (Peaceful-coexistence)- There shall be no exploitation of man by man nor one national race by another in the State.
Article 10 (The rights of child; economic, social and cultural rights)- State shall cultivate and promote the all-round physical, intellectual and moral development of youth.

Article 21 (The rights of minority, state responsibility) - (A) The State shall be responsible for the constantly developing and promoting unity, mutual assistance, amity and mutual respect among the national races. (B) The national races shall enjoy the freedom to profess their religion, use and develop their languages, literature and culture, follow their cherished tradition and customs, provided that the enjoyment of any such freedom does not offend the laws or the public interest.

Article 22 (equality; economic, social and cultural rights) - All citizens shall: (A) be equal before the law, regardless of race, religion, status, or sex; (B) enjoy equal opportunity; (C) enjoy the benefits derived from his labour in proportion to his contribution in manual or mental labour; (D) have the right to inherit according to law.

Article 23 (civil right)- No penal law shall have retrospective effect.

Article 24 (respect for dignity)- Punishment shall not be awarded in violation of human dignity.

Article 42 (political right) - The Pyithut Hluttaw (People’s Assembly) shall be formed with People’s representatives elected directly by the secret ballot by citizens who have the right to vote under this constitution and other electoral laws.

Article 102 (cultural rights, respect for ethnic languages) - The Burmese language shall be used in the administration of justice. Languages of the national races concerned may also be used, when necessary, and arrangements shall then be made to make interpreters available.

Spirit of the human rights provisions

There is no constitution in operation in Burma currently. However, the constitutional principles discussed above suggest the following two points.

Burma’s constitutional principles are widely adapted from the human rights principles articulated in the UDHR, as well as in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Although the implementation is very weak, the reality is that
Burma’s constitutional principles generally follow international customary law in terms of rights and freedoms.

Abolition of the constitution by the military regime in 1988 was due to political reasons to pave the way for the army to take over state power. Experiences of other countries, as well as in Burma, tell us that constitutions are more than bills of rights. Constitutions provide the political system and administrative structure of the government organs. The abolition or amendment of an existing constitution comes when the need arises to change the political system and administrative structure. Constitutional change should not be with the intention of destroying the rights and freedoms embedded in the constitution. When a new or amended constitution is approved, more or less the same set of rights and freedoms are included, because most countries draw rights and freedoms from the UDHR and other international human rights instruments. This should also be the case for Burma when a new constitution is drafted.

Looking at these two points, it can be said that the spirit of constitutional principles dealing with human rights inculcated in Burmese society are alive, even though there is no constitution in operation.

Although some legal principles sometimes lay dormant, the legal foundation of the common law is still in operation. This system underpins the Criminal Procedure Code and other laws protecting human rights such as those to be found in the Burmese Buddhist Customary Law. Rights protected in these laws can be enforced through the existing judicial mechanisms. Attempts by the National League for Democracy and other political activists to remedy the violation of their rights such as breaches of criminal law and the Political Parties Registration Act, through the judicial mechanism demonstrates that Burmese citizens know how rights can be protected and remedied. The lack of success of these proceedings is simply due to an absence of rule of law and due legal process.

**International Obligations**

**Obligations under the conventions**

Most obvious international obligations come from the human rights instruments to which Burma is a state party. They are listed in the following table.
The lists of major international instruments to which Burma is a party

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>name of instrument</th>
<th>date of accession/signature/ratification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)</td>
<td>accession on 22 July 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Convention on the Political Rights of Women</td>
<td>signature- 14 September 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Geneva Conventions (but not to protocols)</td>
<td>ratification- 25 August 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ILO Convention 29 on Forced Labour</td>
<td>ratification- 4 March 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ILO Convention 87 on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize</td>
<td>ratification- 4 March 1955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These treaties show that Burma has obligations under international law in terms of promotion and protection of human rights.

Obligations under international customary law

Some human rights, obligations in international law are found in some general legal norms recognized by nations that are often referred to as international customary law. Unlike treaties which contain more prescriptive catalogues, customary law is now confined to the protection of a fundamental and nucleus of human rights. All states are in agreement that the commission of gross human rights violations are contrary to general international law, indeed, to international jus cogens, and therefore all states have an obligation to prohibit them from happening. Burma as a nation has also accepted international customary law, in an implied manner similar to other states. The constitutional provisions (referred to above) and other domestic laws, such as Criminal Procedure Code and Evidence Act, reflect international customary law. The fact that many of UDHR provisions have been integrated into Burma’s domestic laws including its constitutions, demonstrates that Burma cannot deny its acceptance of UDHR as international customary law.
Signing/ratifying of, or accession to, international human rights instruments by the successive Burmese governments means that the government promises its people and the international community that it will respect and protect rights in these instruments. Citizens do not need to claim the rights that are embedded in those international instruments, in order to make those rights justiciable. It is then the responsibility of the government under international law to integrate those rights into domestic law. There have been attempts by the military regime, where laws are promulgated from the rights contained in international instruments, to integrate them into their domestic jurisdiction. For example, the Child Law was promulgated following the accession to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). However, not all international instruments to which Burma is a member are treated the same way CRC was treated. The failure by the government to integrate human rights instruments into domestic legal system should not be an excuse used to deny the enjoyment of these rights by the citizens.

Conclusion

Questions arise about how systematic human rights violations can occur, despite the presence of such strong human rights norms. Having human rights norms and laws embedding them, however, does not automatically give protection to human rights. Violations are not due to a lack of human rights norms, nor an absence of laws embedding them. There are two main causes for rights not being protected and the systemic and well documented widespread violations occurring: an unwillingness of the government to implement human rights, and the lack of rule of and due process of law to enforce those rights.

The degree of protection and promotion of human rights in a country depends on the willingness of the government to implement them. The unwillingness of the military government to implement human rights is based on their desire to control all ‘politics’ in Burma. Serious violations in Burma are the product of the military’s strategy to respond to opposition political movements. Until government accepts that a peaceful opposition movement is legitimate and part of any democracy, the government’s willingness to violate, not to protect, the human rights will remain unchanged.

Lack of rule of law and due process of law is also a major contributing factor for the violations. UN Special Rapporteurs on Human Rights in Burma have repeatedly pointed out the lack of rule of law and due proc-
ess of law in Burma. Among obvious examples of military government abuse of power outside due process of law include ignorance of electoral law that the military government itself promulgated; removing professional judges gradually since 1962; and recruiting underage boys to the army despite the Child Law protecting the rights of the child. Military authorities, especially military intelligence officers, are not only behind, but cause all politically motivated trials. Court decisions about sentencing (including the length of sentence and which prison) are, in all cases, decisions of the military intelligence officers who are known as the brains of the military government.

Despite not having a Bill of Rights incorporated into a single written legal text, it should not be thought that there is no foundation for a Bill of Rights in any particular society. This is equally true for Burma. Burma has an informal Bill of Rights drawn from Buddha’s teaching, the legal foundation deriving in essence from the common law system, and the constitutional provisions and international obligations. In other words, human rights norms in Burmese society have collectively laid a solid foundation for a Bill of Rights which is reasonably good enough to promote and protect human rights, if they are upheld.

Endnotes

* The author is an Executive Committee Member of the Burma Lawyers’ Council.

1. Burmese Buddhism is Theravada. This is one of two principle branches of Buddhism and it is also widely practiced in Thailand, Laos, and Sri Lanka. The other branch is known as Mahayana Buddhism which is widely practiced in China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Tibet and Central Asia. Some Burmese scholars regard Burmese Buddhism as Customary Buddhism, which is different from two other kinds- Nevanic Buddhism and Magical Buddhism. Human rights norms are mostly found in Customary Buddhism (Dr. Aung Khin March 2004).


4. See Damien Keown, Are There Human Rights in Buddhism?, article is available online at http://www.urbandharma.org/udharma/humanrights.html (September 2002)

5. Ibid

6. Some Buddhist scholars like Venerable Phra Dhammapitaka, a well known Thai scholar and the recipient of 1994 UNESCO Prize for Peace Education, regard these social categories as “Six Directions”.

7. For further explanation about duties of each individual, see Ven. Dr. Gallele Sumanasiri, Buddhism and Confucianism (Colombo: Karunaratne & Son Ltd., 1998), pp. 67-71.

8. Five duties of parents are (1) to restrain them (children) from vice, (2) to exhort them from virtue, (3) to train them for a profession, (4) to contract suitable marriage for
them, to hand over their inheritance in due time. For more detailed explanation about different types of duties of different types of individuals including duties of parents, see Ven. Patagama Gnanarama Ph.D., An Approach to Buddhist Social Philosophy (Singapore: TI-SARANA Buddhist Association, 1996), pp. 29-32.

9. Five Precepts serve as foundation for all Buddhists in daily social relations with each other. The first precept is to avoid killing or harming living beings. The second is to avoid stealing, the third is to avoid sexual misconduct, the fourth is to avoid lying and the fifth is to avoid alcohol and other intoxicating drinks.

10. One starts by recognizing bad behaviour and striving to stop doing it. That is what the Five Precepts are for. After stops doing bad, one starts to do good. For more explanation about Five Precepts, see online information center on Buddhism “Buddhanet” at http://www.buddhanet.net/ans88.htm (September 2002)


15. Buddha denounced unrighteous five means of livelihood, which include trade in weapons, trade in animals, trade in meat, trade in liquor and trade in poison.


18. Ibid, see introductory note, p. 13, and pp. 75-85.


23. National League for Democracy in late 1999 and early 2000 filed with the Supreme Court on the ground that the ruling military junta and the Election Commission failed to implement the result of a lawful election. The court, however, rejected the claim.

24. Konbaung dynasty came to an end when British occupation completed in 1885.

25. Also spell as Dhammattha meaning just and righteous.


30. The 1947 constitution was in operation during 1948 to 1962. The 1974 constitution was in operation during 1974 to 1988. There have been two periods without operating
constitution in Burma- 1962-1974 and 1988 up to now. Ruling State Peace and Development Council has been trying to draw up a constitution since 1993, but the process met with strong opposition from the democracy movement led by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.

31. See chapter 2, the 1947 constitution.
32. See chapter 3 and 4 of the 1974 constitution.
33. See chapter 11 of the 1974 constitution.
34. Article 15 of the 1974 constitution.
36. Reservations -The Government of Myanmar does not consider itself bound by the provision set forth in the said article - article 29
38. For more information on lack of rule and law and due process of law in Burma, see Burma Lawyers’ Council, “An Urgent Need for Judicial Reform in Burma”, in Legal Issues on Burma Journal, Bangkok; No. 3, May 1999, pp 45-47.
39. A report released by Human Rights Watch in October 2002 indicates Burma as a country with largest number of child soldiers, as many as 70,000, in the government army.
Impunity and Judicial Independence

John Southalan*

Impunity means the impossibility of bringing the perpetrators of human rights violations to account... Impunity arises from a failure by States to meet their obligations to investigate violations...[and a failure] in respect of the perpetrators...[to] ensure that they are prosecuted, tried and duly punished

United Nations Special Rapporteur

Impunity...[is] one of the most serious human rights problems and a fundamental reason why human rights violations continue to be committed

United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention

The last few years have seen some encouraging developments against impunity in the Asian region. Indonesia’s first democratically elected government for decades is addressing violations committed by the previous President Suharto and military commanders. In Israel, a military court convicted an army officer over the death of teenager - the first time a soldier has been convicted over the death of a Palestinian since the start of the current intifada. Cambodia, while still suffering many problems, seems to be moving ahead with the recent agreement for an international tribunal to investigate previous abuses. A Special Panel for Serious Crimes has been established in East Timor. The new Malaysian Prime Minister has directed moves against corruption in the country - a government minister and other senior government officials are now standing trial on charges of embezzling state funds.

What do these examples mean? Are these and other international deve-
opments - such as the 1998 arrest of Chile's ex-President on torture charges,\textsuperscript{9} and the development of the International Criminal Court\textsuperscript{10} - just isolated incidents? Or is there a trend toward increasing observance of the rule of law? More relevantly, what significance do they have for Burma and what use can be made of international developments in addressing the situation in Burma? This article attempts to answer these questions in the following five parts:

1. Cause of Impunity
2. Combating Impunity
3. Judicial Independence
4. Burma - Impunity and Judicial Independence
5. Conclusions

The article’s conclusion, in reaffirming the importance of an independent judicial system, is nothing new. However, it is hoped that through undertaking this analysis with detailed reference to impunity issues, this article collates materials that assists in demonstrating the importance of an independent judiciary in Burma.

\textbf{(1) Cause of Impunity}

The following discussion uses examples from countries other than Burma. This does not indicate that these countries have flawed legal systems under which impunity reigns supreme. It should not be encouragement to the military regime in Burma that there needn’t be concern about the situation in Burma - as later discussion shows, the Burmese problems are very serious indeed. The use of other country examples is indicative more of the greater openness and accountability in those nations, which makes access to information easier.

Impunity can be encouraged and assisted by a nation’s laws or the policies and practices that operate in the country. However it is also important to be aware of international factors that contribute to impunity.

\subsection{1.1 Impunity through national laws}

In this section, the article covers laws protecting perpetrators from prosecution. The most obvious example is where a country’s constitution or constitutional system prevents the standard treatment of an offender, such as prohibiting legal action to be taken against certain officials in any circumstances. Another impunity assisted through constitutions, though,
is where the parliament or executive are permitted to vary or ignore basic rights ‘guaranteed’ in the constitution.\textsuperscript{11}

One factor that can assist or encourage impunity is the country’s approach to constitutional change. Where a constitution is not viewed as the fundamental law and can be easily amended, it is far more likely the government of the day may engage in practices contrary to the rule of law and encouraging of impunity. This was taken to ridiculous extremes in one European country where the country’s courts ruled a certain law unconstitutional so the next day the parliament amended the Constitution to make it comply with the previously unconstitutional law.\textsuperscript{12} There have also been concerns expressed about the lack of permanence in the constitutions of some Asian countries:

\textit{In Sri Lanka, three decades witnessed three constitutions, each drafted by a different government. Successive Indian governments in three decades of existence amended the Constitution 50 times. Clearly, the sense of a constitution as ‘fundamental law’ has yet to emerge.}\textsuperscript{13}

Governments or parliaments often create situations of impunity by making laws giving to police or government officials, wide-ranging powers of detention far exceeding those available under general law.\textsuperscript{14} Perhaps one of the more contentious, and difficult to solve, areas of legal impunity is where a law is specifically passed to protect a person or class of persons from action. This often arises in the use of amnesties and the procedures of truth commissions. Arguably, amnesties have a role where a responsible government may be faced with a situation that a power group will gain unconstitutional control if the government does not grant amnesty. However, following misuse in the United States of America, many amnesties have been adopted inappropriately.\textsuperscript{15}

Although this article discusses truth commissions under ‘causes of impunity’, it acknowledges the very commendable work performed by some commissions. Some bodies have been able to address past violations, give over-due and proper recognition to victims, and to assist transition to a less-troubled future for a country. However, inasmuch as many Commissions operate under a departure from the standard ‘rule of law’ procedure, they need to be analysed to determine possible contributions to impunity. There are voices of criticism. One UN Special Rapporteur explained that establishing such commissions sometimes allows government to evade properly dealing with a problem.\textsuperscript{16} Of even greater concern, however, is the analysis of the ‘benefits’ derived from many truth commissions. An experienced international lawyer examined the various commissions established in Latin America and concluded that the emergence of truth doesn’t of itself produce reconciliation, instead, revelation

Where a constitution is not viewed as the fundamental law and can be easily amended, it is far more likely the government of the day may engage in practices contrary to the rule of law and encouraging of impunity.
of violations that go unchecked make reconciliation less likely.\footnote{17}

\subsection{1.2 Impunity through national practises / policies}

Where a law creates impunity, it can theoretically be fixed by repealing it or passing another law to remedy the situation. The problem is more serious, however, when governmental or societal practice creates the impunity these practices are not so easily changed. Economic and cultural factors can contribute to impunity by restricting people from exercising their rights. Even where the laws’ wording may provide adequate protection, the situation in practice may be very different.

Many factors influence how laws are used in practice, which can create impunity for groups in society. One factor present in all countries is the economic divide and often laws operate to favour only a few.\footnote{18} Another influence contributing to impunity is where a society is highly stratified, with certain groups or classes enjoying greater merit and privileges. This makes it more likely members of that class will not be treated equally before the law, particularly where those involved in law enforcement (police, court staff etc) may be from a ‘lower’ class to the accused. Impunity was encouraged in Indonesia, for example, through the military’s historical dominance that pervaded into all parts of society.\footnote{19} Another commentator suggests religious attitudes must be examined for their contribution to impunity.\footnote{20}

Where a legal situation operates for a long time it can become part of the culture or practice. For example, a provision that begins as a simple legal or structural change (eg. implementing a national security law) can develop a practice of impunity through changing attitudes and approaches.\footnote{21} This is an important reason why laws creating impunity must be promptly addressed.

Another societal influence that can create impunity is a lack of diversity in the judiciary. Judges are often perceived as supporting (perhaps unconsciously) the status quo and traditional views. Issues such as violations of women’s rights, indigenous land rights and other matters have gone unchecked for decades in many countries where the judiciary fails to adequately understand and therefore protect these matters. Problems lie not only with the judiciary, though, for the contributions to impunity by lawyers and prosecutors is a matter that has received attention in some Asian countries.\footnote{22}

In many ways, although societal practices are less obvious in causing impunity than legal structure, they are more powerful. For instance, even
where a legal system contains many guarantees of rights and protections against impunity, if the practise is that these protections are not observed, this causes impunity. Equally disturbing is where the laws or governmental system have been changed but old practices remain that contribute to impunity. This is seen to have happened in some former Eastern European countries and also in Cambodia. A long term lack of rule of law can contribute to societal acceptance of impunity:

Cambodia was a nation with no traditions of sharing power and no institutions with which to limit it: one either had absolute power to use and abuse, or was subject to those who did. Nor does Cambodian history provide any examples of governments peacefully giving up power: the violence with which opponents were traditionally treated, taken to gross extremes under Pol Pot, perhaps suggests why. Power - and only power - brought security, as it also did wealth and patronage

1.3 Impunity at the international level

There is a great deal of real-politick in the international system: an acceptance of, and preparedness to deal with, influential groups or persons ruling a country regardless of the legality or background of their rule. The notion that the more powerful and repressive one gets, the less likely one will be answerable to law, is reflected up in a depressing saying from the former Yugoslavia:

When someone kills a man, he is put in prison. When someone kills 20 people, he is declared mentally insane. But when someone kills 200,000 thousand people, he is invited to Geneva for peace negotiations

This acceptance of violators (provided they are powerful enough!) has the effect of encouraging impunity for those violators. By virtue of the violator’s power and abuse inside their country, they will not be ‘answerable’ to its legal system, and if the international system does not sanction these violators, then there will be no check at all. This problem has been particularly apparent in the situation of Cambodia: various countries that are currently advocating action against the Khmer Rouge, were only a few years back supporting the same regime.

Many influential voices in the international system argue that departure from the rule of law is sometimes necessary in resolving conflict. The idea that solving difficult conflicts often involves impunity and cannot be done without impunity, is explicitly accepted and advocated, not only by the violators approaching the end of their rule, but also by various gov-
Governments, and also reportedly by officials from the United Nations ('UN'). This acceptance and encouragement of impunity can have a serious effect on people within a country:

impunity...remains a major obstacle in the rehabilitation of victims... particularly where such impunity creates the impression that the community in which the victim lives condones the violations.

Possibly the greatest ally of impunity at the international level is the influence and actions of governments as they seek to further their interests. It should come as no surprise, therefore, that many human rights matters that requiring urgent international attention, are left unaddressed because of other governmental 'interests' such as defence, trade, or simply 'if I say this about them, they might say the same thing about me'.

The arrest of Chile's ex-leader, General Pinochet, in the United Kingdom ('UK') on torture charges was widely celebrated by human rights defenders, with some even suggesting the UK and Spanish governments should be congratulated. Closer analysis, however, reveals both governments sought exemptions for Pinochet to avoid the standard legal process. The Spanish government opposed the Spanish judge's request for Pinochet to be extradited to Spain to face trial. The UK government departed from the usual procedure, under which Pinochet should have been extradited to Spain, to order that Pinochet be released. In a more recent case involving universal jurisdiction, proceedings in a Senegalese Court against Chad's former ruler for torture charges, the court hearing was terminated amidst allegations of interference by the Senegalese government. Government interests may be a large reason for the lack of greater use of universal jurisdiction.

International law has historically, and to a large degree remains, concerned only with the actions of States. The propriety, or otherwise, of individuals' actions is left to national governments. Many governments have, over the years, progressed from the infallibility of their leadership and actions, to somewhat greater accountability. International organisations have been formed to try and assist development of international standards, but while organisations such as the UN remain with a decision-making system controlled by governments, it is likely the decisions and actions will largely be in favour of governments. However, in the international sphere, there still remains strong support for the inviolability of the sovereign state. State sovereignty, and the continuance of an international system that doesn't have any potential to interfere with this, is openly supported by some. For example, many parliamentarians from the United States of America ('US') supported a proposed law against the
International Criminal Court (‘ICC’). This measure was taken largely because the ICC is able act against the direction of the US government.  

The US also works to weaken the UN, which is perceived as a threat to US domination, by withholding large debts it owed to the UN. The crippling of the UN’s ability, and reducing the effectiveness of other international organisations, leaves powerful States ‘running the show’. This was openly acknowledged by the Chair of the US Parliament’s Subcommittee on International Operations, who advocated against the US respecting any future ICC ruling:

_A decision by the International Criminal Court to prosecute Americans [namely US citizens] for military action would not be the first time that an international court tried to undercut our pursuit of our national security interests. In 1984, the World Court ordered the U.S. to respect Nicaragua’s borders and to halt the mining of its harbours by the CIA. In 1986, the World Court found our country guilty of violations of international law through its support of the Contras and ordered the payment of reparation to Nicaragua. Needless to say, we ignored both these rulings._  

The domination of the international order by western and ex-colonial governments creates impunity. These countries prevent effective international attention to historical and continuing violations of vulnerable people and countries. A UN report in 1997 provided a thorough analysis of this situation. The report practices such as colonisation, pillage of cultural heritage, debt, and embargoes. The report identified the problems:

_For centuries, the colonial Powers, which are easily identifiable today, pillaged the wealth of the colonised countries to the profit of and on behalf of their nationals and to ensure their own economic and social development…At the same time as dominated peoples and countries were being abominably exploited, their cultural heritages were being looted_  

the report identified ways to approach the problems:

_To be complete and effective, the campaign against impunity must be preceded by a serious and thorough investigation to bring to light the factual source of the violations and identify the perpetrators and the victims so that the forum can be punished and the damage done to the latter can be appropriately remedied_  

and also highlighted obstacles to addressing international impunity:

_implementation [of economic, social and cultural rights]…necessitates a cer-
tain level of economic development and material support… Several developing countries… had not reckoned with the developed countries determination to undermine any possible basis for a truly fair world economic order where economic, social and cultural rights would have a chance of being realized.  

However, after the report was transmitted to the UN Commission on Human Rights, little effective action has been taken. No doubt one reason for the lack of effective action on this matter is exactly because of the problem identified: the international system is highly inequitable in favour of a few affluent countries.

The effect of all this is to create a global impunity for international matters: breaches of international law by powerful states go unchecked, and the continuing inequities and exploitation of developing countries fails to be properly addressed. These effects are also felt at the individual level. While the UN has developed some useful standards against impunity, there are concerns about its lack of action.

Various international developments have addressed impunity in some respects, which have been commended, including the Nuremburg and Tokyo Tribunals following the Second World War, the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and the new ICC. These developments are improvements on what went before, but even these institutions are influenced by state interests and reflective of an order dominated by a few powerful nations. The Nuremburg and Tokyo Tribunals investigated only the actions of the defeated armies and governments, and during the Nuremburg trials the accused were denied various rights and several accused were executed. The current international criminal tribunals are limited in terms of the areas they consider and the crimes they investigate. A helpful way to understand the problems caused by the limited jurisdiction of such tribunals was explained by an international lawyer:

It’s like saying we’ll have a court that deals with murder that’s committed in Melbourne on Saturday and Sunday between 9 and 5. It’s limited in its jurisdiction in terms of its geographical location and it’s limited in terms of the time. It’s not a satisfactory system to have that.

During drafting of the ICC’s statutes various provisions were diluted in an effort to attract US support. However this just left the Court weakened in its ability to tackle impunity and promote international justice. One reason for government resistance to the ICC is that action can now be taken directly against military and government decision makers rather than soldiers and civilians. Accordingly, these military and government
decision-makers have been resisting these developments.

Government domination and obstruction affect not only international efforts, but regional developments endeavouring to improve human rights. The problem seen by many is that, in light of the inadequate national system, without an ICC or other international system, violations can only at best be exposed, but remain unpunished.

(2) Combatting Impunity

The above section explained some of the factors that cause or contribute to impunity. Now, the article outlines what is being done in response to impunity. The international community has given attention to addressing impunity, with consideration of the problem particularly prominent since the early 1990’s. Although the following division may be somewhat arbitrary, to enable a structured presentation of international materials addressing impunity, this article divides these materials into three categories: (1) United Nations, (2) universal jurisdiction, and (3) other international developments.

2.1 United Nations action against impunity

Various UN bodies and officials have addressed the problems of impunity and how these problems can be combated.

The UN General Assembly and Commission on Human Rights (a subsidiary organ of the UN General Assembly that deals specifically with human rights issues) have passed many resolutions against impunity. Some of these resolutions deal exclusively with impunity and contain admonitions urging ‘States to intensify their efforts to provide victims of human rights violations with a fair and equitable process through which…violations can be investigated and made public and to encourage victims to participate in such a process’, and calling on States to join the ICC Statute and support the Court’s development. However, many other resolutions address impunity in the context of specific violations, such as the resolution on unlawful executions that reminds countries of their obligations to properly investigate such incidents. Another example is the Commission on Human Rights special session on East Timor, which resolved that:

all persons who commit or authorise violations of human rights…are individually responsible and accountable for these violations and…
UN bodies like the Commission on Human Rights sometimes establish a Special Rapporteur or other mechanism (such as a working group or independent expert) to address specific human rights issues or countries. These officials or groups provide regular reports and many of these reports discuss problems of impunity. Examples of reports that discuss impunity include those from the Special Rapporteur on Torture, Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Working Group on Involuntary Disappearances, or the Secretary-General’s Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders. These reports highlight the problems of impunity and often proceed to make recommendations for how to restrict impunity. One example is the Special Rapporteur on Torture, who emphasised to the UN General Assembly that ‘breaking through the shield of impunity’ can be assisted to States: (i) ensuring incommunicado detention is prohibited beyond 48 hours; (ii) ratifying the ICC treaty; and (iii) ensuring they have legislation enabling them to take action against perpetrators of human rights crimes.

The above two matters (annual resolutions and creating special mechanisms) may be criticised as only temporary or ‘knee-jerk’ responses in addressing impunity. Certainly, the repetitive resolutions describing problems and calling for solutions passed in the UN every year suggest the situation is not improving and question the very effectiveness of such resolutions. However, the UN has also been instrumental in developing international standards against impunity. All the main international human rights treaties are based on declarations passed as resolutions of the UN General Assembly and the declarations and their resultant treaties contain many provisions combating impunity. Some commentators consider the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (‘UDHR’) as the ‘authoritative interpretation’ of the ‘human rights and fundamental freedoms’ which the UN members agree to observe in accepting the UN Charter. The UDHR states that every person is entitled to equal protection of the law, and that no-one shall be arbitrarily detained. Some of the UDHR’s provisions were the basis leading to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (‘ICCPR’) which also contains material about impunity.

In addition to these declarations and UN-drafted treaties, there are also other standards that specifically address impunity, which the UN has passed or is in the process of developing. Relevant developments are...
noted below.

(a) The *Principles of International Cooperation Against Persons Guilty of Serious Crimes*\(^75\) were adopted by the UN General Assembly adopted in 1973. The principles confirm that war crimes and crimes against humanity must be investigated, suspects tried and, where found guilty, punished.\(^76\) The principles require States to cooperate in collecting evidence and information on persons suspected of committing these crimes\(^77\) and to not take any measures that would interfere with the international obligations in relation to accused persons.\(^78\)

(b) The UN’s Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights conducted a several-year study on impunity. At the conclusion of the study, two reports were presented to the Commission on Human Rights. One report dealt with impunity for violations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,\(^79\) which was noted in section 1.3(a) above. The second report addressed impunity in the context of violations of Civil and Political Rights, and provided a set of principles to combat this impunity.\(^80\) These principles have since been noted by the Commission on Human Rights, which invited comments from governments and non-government organisations on the principles.\(^81\) The principles can be grouped into four categories:

(i) victim’s right to know (addressing matters such as commissions of inquiry - series of principles regarding independence, protection of witnesses and information, and publicity of findings; preservation of protected information);

(ii) victim’s right to justice (right to a fair & effective remedy, treaties should include universal jurisdiction clauses, legislative or legal system changes to areas which assist impunity);

(iii) victim’s right to reparations (must have effective remedy); and

(iv) guarantees for non-reoccurrence (repeal emergency laws, removal of violators from public offices etc.)

(c) The UN’s International Law Commission, a body reporting on international law to the UN General Assembly, has produced various texts relevant to impunity. The International Law Commission was instrumental in the developments toward the ICC, which is an important institution in combating impunity. In 1996, the International Law Commission prepared a Draft Code of Crimes\(^82\) and recommended the General Assembly
work toward the widest acceptance of the draft Code. The draft Code contains various principles drawn from international law, many of which have since been incorporated into the statute of the future ICC, to combat impunity. These include an ‘extradite or prosecute’ provision specifying that states must either prosecute or extradite to a country that will prosecute, anyone alleged to have committed genocide, crimes against humanity or war crimes.83

(d) The UN’s establishment of temporary international criminal tribunals, with independent judges and prosecutors, provide an important development. The decisions and procedures of these tribunals help to strengthen the provisions of basic human rights standards. The Rwanda tribunal now has in custody (either awaiting trial or already sentenced) the former Prime Minister of Rwanda, several former senior Rwandan Government cabinet ministers, former military commanders, political leaders, journalists and senior businessmen.84 Decisions of the International tribunals also assist in opposing sovereignty and strengthening international legal principles to address crimes wherever they occur and whoever commits them.85

(f) The Principles of Justice for Victims86 were adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1985. These principles recommend that States should regularly ‘review existing legislation and practices to ensure their responsiveness to changing circumstances, should enact and enforce, if necessary, legislation proscribing acts that constitute serious abuses of political or economic power’.87

(g) The UN also focuses on other areas that are often associated with impunity. Two examples are the standards addressing problems of corruption88 and the use of force by law enforcement officials.89

(h) In March 1999, the UN General Assembly adopted the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders.90 The Declaration affirms everyone’s right to promote human rights, and specifically reinforces protections for human rights defenders that governments must observe such as right to assembly, promote human rights, participation in government. The Declaration also addresses impunity91 by stating that where human rights violations occur they must be redressed; requiring states to promptly and properly investigate alleged violations; reiterating the role of an independent, impartial and competent judiciary, and competent legal ad-
vice. The Declaration also notes people's rights to complain about actions of government officials that violate human rights.

(i) In 1993, all the world's governments agreed on the Vienna Declaration and Program of Action. This document calls on states to repeal laws that lead to impunity for people responsible for grave human rights violations, and to prosecute those people.

Reports prepared by senior UN officials, such as the High Commissioner for Human Rights, and representatives of the Secretary General, also contain material useful in combating impunity. The Commissioner's report to the 2001 General Assembly noted governments are not doing enough to decrease human rights violations, and supported developments such as the ICC and increased use of universal jurisdiction. The Secretary General's Special Representative on Human Rights Defenders has also spoken against impunity. In her report to the 2001 General Assembly, the Representative reaffirmed the need for effective remedies for human rights violations, and for states to investigate and punish offenders. In particular the Representative criticised the lack of transparency and accountability in the functioning of State institutions as adding to the culture of impunity. The current UN Secretary-General has spoken against the granting of amnesty to those who commit serious violations of international criminal law such as genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. This is repeated by senior UN officials as essential guidelines for UN members, thereby forming useful reinforcement.

2.2 Universal jurisdiction

Universal jurisdiction is a concept that, for certain crimes, allows the accused to be prosecuted in any country, regardless of where the violation occurred. Universal jurisdiction provides a way for a suspect to be brought to trial even where they are immune from prosecution in their usual country of residence.

Universal jurisdiction only applies to the most serious crimes in international law including genocide, torture, slavery, crimes against humanity, and war crimes. The doctrine of universal jurisdiction has been applied in court decisions and recognised in parliamentary legislation in many countries. It is also strengthened by inclusion in various treaty regimes.
such as the conventions against genocide, torture, hijacking and terrorism, and war crimes. The scope for universal jurisdiction is demonstrated in the way it is viewed by some involved human rights organisations:

It is now widely recognized that under international customary law... states may exercise universal jurisdiction over persons suspected of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, extra-judicial executions, enforced disappearances and torture... It is also increasingly recognized that states not only have the power to exercise universal jurisdiction over these crimes, but also that they have the duty to do so or to extradite suspects to states willing to exercise jurisdiction.

There has been at least one instance of universal jurisdiction assisting efforts for justice in Asia: the late Philippines President Marcos was prosecuted in Hawaii. The decision of the United States’ courts denied Marcos was entitled to immunity for torture, kidnap and murder and awarded judgment in favour of the victims, who were compensated from assets in the President’s Swiss bank account.

There are obstacles to universal jurisdiction, because of political influence or interference, which were noted in section 1.3 above. However, a few of the other problems with universal jurisdiction should be recognised so that a balanced assessment can be made of the usefulness of such an option. Two of these problems are noted below.

(a) Nearly all universal jurisdiction cases have related to actions of persons associated with Nazi Germany during the Second World War. This limited use of universal jurisdiction weakens the understanding this is some ‘universal’ principle of protect all victims.

(b) A recent study on universal jurisdiction identified a difficulty of universal jurisdiction in determining what acts are ‘crimes against humanity’ and ‘war crimes’, which are subject to universal jurisdiction. This will now be easier through the treaty for the ICC, which defines both these crimes. Other problems with universal jurisdiction, noted in this study, included:

- lack of domestic recognition of international crimes;
- protections given under domestic law (eg. immunity, extradition restrictions); and
- the effect of delay and distance in hindering case preparation because of matters like evidence, investigations, docu-
ments, information, witnesses. 

This assessment shouldn’t, however, leave the impression that universal jurisdiction is of no use. The arrest of Pinochet, and his having to face court in relation to past violations in Chile during his rule, has had considerable implications. The UK events influenced the situation in Chile, where Pinochet was subsequently stripped of immunity and new legal proceedings were brought in relation to violations occurring under his rule. 

Subsequent to his arrest, the Chilean Government attempted, for the first time, to establish a reconciliation process between the military and victims. The government also proposed comprehensive reforms of the judiciary to improve its autonomy and to demonstrate Pinochet should be returned to face trial in Chile. But the Pinochet developments weren’t only restricted to his homeland. In Argentina, various cases that had been closed with guilty individuals granted amnesty. The Pinochet case led to an Argentine judge re-opening investigations in various disappearance cases and requesting arrest/ extradition of various military officers. Even people far removed from crimes against humanity are concerned about the threat of international justice following the Pinochet developments.

2.3 Other international developments / materials on impunity

As noted above, the ICCPR contains some basic principles that oppose impunity. The ICCPR requires those countries that have joined the treaty to investigate all human rights violations, particularly those affecting the physical integrity of the victim; to purge and try those responsible; to pay adequate compensation to the victims or their dependants; and to prevent the recurrence of such violations. Additionally, the ICCPR’s provisions in relation to fair trial require that persons facing trial must have access to legal advice and representation.

Another area in which the UN was instrumental in the development, but where the eventual mechanism will operate independently from the UN, is the established International Criminal Court. The Court was established in July 2002. Unlike the previous tribunals, the new International Criminal Court is a body that can consider and rule on the most serious crimes, regardless of where these occurred. The Court will assist in various situations, including where countries are unable to properly prosecute individuals because of insufficient through resources.

Other measures being taken against impunity at a regional level. In the Americas, for instance, a regional treaty and human rights structure has made commendable moves against impunity: the American Convention
on Human Rights has a general clause requiring countries to respect human rights and ensure people can exercise these. When the Inter-American Court of Human Rights considered the Convention’s requirements in relation to one case brought before it, the Court’s decision was critical of government inactivity. The Court explained that where a country joins a treaty in which it agrees to respect human rights and ensure people can exercise their human rights, then the country’s government must have a system where people can protect and enforce their rights. Additionally, the Court explained, that government also has an obligation to act against impunity:

*The State has a legal duty to take reasonable steps to prevent human rights violations and to use the means at its disposal to carry out a serious investigation of violations committed within its jurisdiction, to identify those responsible, to impose the appropriate punishment and to ensure the victim adequate compensation.*

(3) Judicial Independence

The sections above highlighted some causes of impunity and some of the international developments aimed at addressing these causes. While it is useful to be familiar with relevant international developments against impunity, they must be put in context. Perhaps the most important context is that it is the system and protections within each country that have the greatest role in important factor in improving human rights, and in this particular context, addressing impunity:

*Human rights violations occur within a state principally in relations between a government and its own citizens, rather than on the high seas or... outside the jurisdiction of any one state. Ultimately, effective protection must come from within the state.*

This paramount importance of national protections is even more apparent if one considers that obtaining ‘support’ for rights within a country is always dependent on international politics and other factors influencing governments and the UN (see further, the discussion at 1.3 above).

In shifting focus from the international system to a domestic system, it should be first noted that the judiciary is commonly recognised and confirmed as the basic structure for protecting human rights within a country. An effective judiciary is seen as one of the ways of addressing impunity. This is logical because an effective judiciary is central to the rule of law and the rule of law is, in many ways, the opposite of impu-
In a democratic State under the rule of law...even those who hold public office are bound by law and justice. All citizens are equal before the law, and everyone may fight for [their] rights, even against those who are politically powerful, and even against the opposition of political bodies.\(^{129}\)

The rule of law must be a rule of the judiciary...the essence of the rule of law [is] that the Government should be controlled by the courts.\(^ {130}\)

The remainder of this article focuses on judicial independence as a method of combating impunity.

The importance of judicial independence has long been recognised by the international community. It is a concept underpinning some of the basic international human rights treaties.\(^ {131}\) There are various international standards on judicial independence emanating from the UN and other bodies, and since 1994 the UN has appointed an official to investigate and report on judicial independence in countries. This UN official, the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, believes that the key to progress on strengthening judicial independence is increased awareness of the relevant international standards\(^ {132}\) and so this article now turns to consider what those standards are.

The UDHR identifies the need for an independent judiciary. The UDHR explains that every person has the right to an effective remedy when their basic legal rights are violated,\(^ {133}\) and that anyone charged with an offence is entitled to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal.\(^ {134}\) These rights are further defined in the ICCPR. The ICCPR does not legally bind non-state parties (i.e. those nations which have not ratified the ICCPR, which include Burma) but does represent agreed international standards.\(^ {135}\) The ICCPR’s provisions regarding judicial independence, mainly contained in article 14, are centred around the concept that in legal proceedings, ‘everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law’.\(^ {136}\) This provision is understood as requiring, and emphasising the importance of, statutory or constitutional protection for judicial independence.\(^ {137}\) Importantly, the ICCPR standards apply to all courts and tribunals in its scope, both a country’s normal courts and any specialised bodies set up to try political or military cases.\(^ {138}\)

In addition to the basic human rights standards in the UDHR and ICCPR, there are also other international materials relevant to the issue of judicial independence. These materials and relevant developments are
noted in sections 3.1 and 3.2 (dealing with UN and non-UN materials, respectively). Section 3.3 notes examples of how judicial independence has assisted in combating impunity in various Asia-Pacific countries.

3.1 United Nations standards on judicial independence

The UN has created, or is in the process of creating, various international standards and authorities emphasising the importance of judicial independence. These UN materials and developments include the following matters.

(a) In 1985, the UN General Assembly endorsed *Basic Principles on Judicial Independence*.139 These principles commence with an important and central provision:

> The independence of the judiciary shall be guaranteed by the State and enshrined in the Constitution or the law of the country. It is the duty of all governmental and other institutions to respect and observe the independence of the judiciary.140

This provision, and other articles in the Basic Principles oblige governments and all power groups in a country not to interfere in the judicial process, or to act improperly in the selection or removal of judges. However, importantly, the principles also emphasise the obligations on judges themselves to act independently: in deciding cases impartially, resisting moves against independence and conducting themselves in a manner preserving their independence. Many countries have formally adopted the Basic Principles and report to the UN on their application within the country.146

(b) The 1985 *Basic Principles of Justice for Victims*147 require governments to ensure judicial mechanisms enable victims to obtain redress through procedures that are ‘expeditious, fair, inexpensive and accessible’.148

(c) The UN mechanisms are currently drafting *Basic Principles on Reparation for Victims*,149 which emphasise that States must ensure ‘that adequate legal or other appropriate remedies are available to any person claiming that [their]…rights have been violated’.150

(d) The UN’s temporary international criminal tribunals were noted in section 2.1(d) above. The decisions and procedures of the Tribunals further develop and strengthen the provisions and application of basic human rights standards and judicial independence. For example,
one of the early decisions of the Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia considered the ICCPR phrase ‘tribunal established by law’. The Tribunal explained that ‘the guarantee is intended to ensure that the administration of justice is not a matter of executive discretion, but is regulated by laws made by the legislature’. The Tribunal went on to clarify:

‘Established by law’...[requires that a tribunal’s] establishment must be in accordance with the rule of law... [T]o be established according to the rule of law...[a court] must be established in accordance with the proper international standards; it must provide all the guarantees of fairness, justice and even-handedness, in full conformity with internationally recognized human rights instrument

(e) The International Law Commission’s draft Code on International Crimes, which was discussed above (section 2.1(c)), also addresses judicial independence. Relevantly, the draft Code considers judicial guarantees as necessary and as required by international standards:

Notwithstanding the diversity of procedural and evidentiary rules that govern judicial proceedings in various jurisdictions, every court or tribunal must comply with a minimum standard of due process to ensure the proper administration of justice and respect for the fundamental rights of the accused.

The draft Code emphasises the importance of judicial process, and specifies various elements seen as necessary minimum judicial guarantees for these serious cases, which includes the right to a hearing by ‘a competent, independent and impartial tribunal duly established by law’. The draft Code is considered to represent customary international law.

(f) Independent judiciary is not just something to be addressed in the abstract, but is repeatedly referred to in the context of protecting other human rights. For example, in the Human Rights Committee’s general comments on the right to life, the Committee confirmed that any proceedings involving the potential of death penalty must be heard by an independent tribunal.

The effectiveness of an independent judiciary will be limited if the other elements in the justice system (such as police investigators, defence lawyers, government prosecutors) are not operating properly. This is particularly so in common-law countries (i.e. those derived from an English legal system) where criminal prosecution is undertaken the administration.
The impunity generated by improper practices of lawyers and prosecutors was noted above (section 1.2). The UN has also addressed these concerns.

(g) The Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers\textsuperscript{157} emphasise the necessity of governments to ensure that citizens have easy access to independent legal advice and representation, particularly when detained by government officers.

(h) The Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors\textsuperscript{158} notes that prosecutors must properly investigate and conduct their functions impartially and without discrimination.\textsuperscript{159} This includes prosecuting government officials where appropriate.\textsuperscript{160}

In addition to formulating standards and principles, UN officials also assist in working with countries to strengthen judicial independence. The most obvious example in Asia is the UN’s work in Cambodia, where the UN Office of the High Commissioner opened offices in 1993. The UN reports that a main focus of the Cambodia office’s activities is strengthening the judicial system within the country.\textsuperscript{161}

3.2 Non-UN standards and authorities on judicial independence

There are various international statements and principles about judicial independence that have been developed outside the UN (eg. through the International Bar Association, judges’ association, or through non-government activity). Certainly, careful study can reveal distinctions between the various sets of principles\textsuperscript{162} but for the purpose of this article, which focuses simply on relevance of judicial independence to impunity, there is little difference between the various guidelines. All the main international standards and principles on judicial independence call for the courts to be independent from government and recommend how this can be protected.

One set of principles, however, warrants closer attention because they have been signed and accepted by Burma’s Chief Justice. These are the 1995 Beijing Principles on Judiciary,\textsuperscript{163} which were adopted by the Conference of Chief Justices of Asia and Pacific. In signing the statement of principles in 1995, Burma’s Chief Justice agreed with the statement, ‘It is the conclusion of the Chief Justice…that these [principles] represent the minimum standards necessary to be observed in order to maintain the independence and effective functioning of the judiciary’.\textsuperscript{164}

What is the significance of the Beijing Principles that Burma’s Chief Jus-
tice endorsed? The principles were not drafted hurriedly, but developed through a lengthy process leading to their adoption. They derive from an initial 1982 statement of the principles of judicial independence in the Asian region, followed by a 1991 decision to develop principles expressing minimum standards for judicial independence, to which the Chief Justices of Asia-Pacific countries could subscribe.165 Drafts and improvements on the principles occurred throughout meetings in early 1990’s, making their adoption in 1995 the culmination of a 13-year drafting process involving judges from many countries throughout Asia. Important matters from the Beijing Principles are outlined below.

(a) The principles demonstrate the relevance of ICCPR article 14 (discussed in 2.1 above) by referring to the right under article 14 for everyone to be entitled to a hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law. The Beijing principles emphasise this requires an independent judiciary.166

(b) The principles require that judiciary deal with cases before them without improper influence from any source.167

(c) The principles also note that the judiciary must have ‘jurisdiction, directly or by way of review, over all issues of a justiciable nature’.168

(d) The principles acknowledge that judicial independence must be guaranteed by the State through relevant constitutional or statutory protection.169

(e) The principles require that ‘Judges shall uphold the integrity and independence of the Judiciary by avoiding impropriety and the appearance of impropriety in all their activities’.170 This places onus on judges to act appropriately and to protect their independence. The principles specify that judges are entitled to freedom of association171 and to form associations and act to protect their independence.172

Other non-UN developments on judicial independence include a 1995 international conference on impunity. The conference considered the issue of judicial independence and heard the importance of information collection in assisting the judicial process and addressing impunity:

[No judicial process would be possible without credible and reliable information, systematically collected while events were going on. Ultimately, such information enables us not only to bring violators to justice and build a
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picture of past violations to satisfy our right to know the truth, but also assist us in the search for strategies, to prevent new violations in the future.\textsuperscript{73}

This demonstrates that effective judicial independence requires more than simply some laws protecting judicial decision making. As noted in section 3.1(g) and (h), there are other factors that are necessary to assist a properly functioning judiciary in a country, such as effective prosecutors and lawyers. Information collection and preservation is important, which can be assisted by NGO activity.

3.3 Examples of judicial independence at the national level

There are many examples throughout Asia where an independent judiciary has helped protect human rights within their country. It is useful to consider a few of these examples to appreciate the necessity of an independent judiciary.

The Indian constitution has many guarantees of basic rights. This situation, combined with an independent judiciary that has often ruled in protecting these rights, has been commended by various human rights defenders.\textsuperscript{174} Even more importantly, it has been noted the Constitutional protections in India have remained even where the country is undergoing difficult times (in war or during wide-spread political divisions).\textsuperscript{175} Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are other examples where the courts have been vigilant in ensuring the constitutional rights of citizens are protected, with numerous court orders that illegally-detained persons must be released.\textsuperscript{176}

Demonstration of the necessity for judicial independence is also found in New Zealand where, in the last few years, proceedings were brought against the government’s security agency for its illegal actions. An initial government enquiry ruled there had been no illegality by the Security Agency.\textsuperscript{177} New Zealand’s highest court found otherwise, explaining the agency had broken the law in conducting what it considered its ‘work’.\textsuperscript{178} One judge dismissed a government claim that part of the proceedings could not be heard by the Court because they involved matters of national security. The judge’s observations in this regard are a good example of judicial independence:

\[\text{[I]}\text{f a case comes before the Courts where it is claimed on what appear to be reasonable grounds that the intelligence organisation has misused its powers, it is to be expected that the Courts will be astute to ensure that the misuse of power is not cloaked by claims of national security… [S]ecret organisations of this kind from time to time misuse their powers in relation to individuals}\]
and institutions...[and therefore] it is essential that the judicial process be exerted...firmly, to keep the organisations and the officers within the law.79

(4) Impunity and Judicial Independence in Burma

As a preliminary point, readers should note the following analysis is based largely on documents of the military regime in Burma. This is not because of any concern with the considerable non-government and UN materials highlighting problems in Burma. Rather, the preference for Burmese military sources has been adopted to:

• endeavour to show that, even on the most favourable ‘view’ of matters (i.e. the situation alleged by the military), there are still problems in Burma; and
• avoid the military’s standard response to discussion of the situation in Burma - that the analysis comprises ‘baseless allegations made by a few dissidents…[and doesn’t use] information from authoritative government sources’.180

In section 4.1, the article describes some of the legal aspects in Burma relevant to judicial independence and impunity. In section 4.2, the article discusses what things could assist in strengthening judicial independence in Burma. Before turning to these points, however, it is useful to have a brief understanding of the national context in which particular laws operate in Burma.

Burma gained independence in late 1947 and a national constitution was enacted at that time. In 1962, the military staged a coup and ordered that the 1947 Constitution was no longer operative.181 The military regime governed the country for many years, introducing a new constitution in 1974 that enforced a one-party socialist system under a military-supported political party. However, the military overthrew this form of government in 1988 and again announced there was no constitution.182 Despite organising elections in 1990, the military then ignored their own laws by not observing the results183 and have prohibited the elected members from forming the national parliament. The military is organising a drafting process for a new constitution, which is only allowed to proceed on the basis the military have at least 25% of the country’s members of parliament, and remain in political leadership.184

The current manner in which the military regime ‘governs’ Burma does not accord with the rule of law. Three aspects of this are noted below.

(a) The military have explicitly stated there is no separation of powers:
The SLORC, [State Law and Order Restoration Council - the name by which the military used to refer to itself], being a military government, is one that is governing with martial law. Accordingly, it is using the following three powers in governing Myanmar:

A. Legislative Power. Only the SLORC has the right of legislative power.

B. Administrative Power. The SLORC has the right to administer, but that power has been delegated to the government and states and divisions...law and order restoration councils at different levels...

C. Judicial Power. Only the SLORC has judicial power. However, various levels of courts have been formed to handle ordinary criminal and civil cases in order to prepare them for a time when the constitution emerges.

It is interesting to note the military’s ‘division’ of powers. Even if one were minded to agree that there are circumstances in which a military should temporarily control a country, the relevant ‘branch’ of governmental power through which emergency powers should operate is the administrative because that is the ‘branch’ through which executive government acts. The courts and parliament are a guide for, and a ‘check’ on, any executive action. The military, however, specifically states that the parliament and courts are its sole responsibility, thus removing any independent control over its executive actions.

(b) Following on from this arrangement, and because of it, there is no constitution for the country: ‘laws’ are passed by military order. However, the military is wildly inconsistent in this approach. Sometimes the military states there is no constitution because it has abolished them. At other times, though, the regime explains that the orders it passes are ‘not created’ by it, but are required by earlier constitutions. The regime also sometimes breaks its own rules (such as not observing election laws).

(c) The military’s inconsistency is not only confined to how it rules, but also why it rules. At times, the military explains it is simply endeavouring to protect the country from violent elements and to restore stability, and is not interested in politics or ruling the country. These statements, however, conflict with the military’s other statements that stability has been restored (thereby suggesting, if the military followed its own reasoning, that its work has been completed) or there is no conflict in Burma. The professed non-
interest in politics or ruling the country can also be doubted given the military’s actions such as strengthening relations with other governments and entrenching itself as the ongoing ruler in Burma. 192

4.1 Problems in Burma

A detailed history of Burma’s judiciary is not appropriate here and has, in any event, been covered elsewhere. 193 It can be noted that Burma’s first constitution (of 1947), which was subsequently removed by the military, provided some protection for the judiciary 194 and gave attention to impunity through guarantees of rights and judicial protection of these. 195

The UN General Assembly has expressed concerns about impunity in Burma. The General Assembly has directed the military ‘government’ to fulfil its obligation to end the impunity of perpetrators of human rights violations, including members of the military. The General Assembly also called for all violations committed by government agents to be prosecuted. 196

The Burmese military tells the international community there is no impunity in Burma. 197 Additionally, explains the military, ‘Myanmar reaffirms her commitments to the principles and purposes of the UN Charter’. 198 In joining the UN Charter, countries agree to take action toward achieving universal observance of human rights. 199 The military goes further in relation to human rights, saying that they ‘fully subscribe to the human rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’. 200

Clearly, there is some disparity here. The military says things are OK. The UN members and other organisations have a different view. So how are we properly assess the state of impunity and judicial independence in Burma at the current time?

The military’s attitude toward judicial independence can be understood from its executive order called the Judiciary Law 2000. 201 The military’s process for drafting a constitution also contains some provisions for judicial independence. 202 Close analysis of both developments reveals serious deficiencies in relation to judicial independence and impunity.

The Judiciary Law 2000 is similar to the military’s Judiciary Law 1988. 203 The 2000 order is little more than an English-language translation of the 1988 order from Burmese language. The Judiciary Law 2000 has no provision for how judges are to be appointed, how they can be removed, or their conditions of service. These matters do not appear to be provided in any other current law or constitution in Burma, and so are left to the mil-
The Judiciary Law 2000 provides no security of tenure for judges. The only reference to ‘independence’ in the Judiciary Law 2000, is a circular provision that appears to be a general statement imposing no obligation on the military regime or any other party: ‘The administration of justice shall be based upon...administering justice independently according to law’. Could this clause be a direction for the military government and judges to respect and act in accordance with judicial independence? Two reasons show the clause cannot be understood in such a way. The first is that the clause also provides that, ‘The administration of justice shall be based upon...restor[ing] regional peace and tranquillity’. This is hardly a appropriate task for an independent judiciary.

The second reason why clause 3(a) of the Judiciary Law 2000 does not provide judicial independence can be understood from a historical perspective. The Judiciary Law 2000 appears to have origins in Burma’s 1974 Constitution. The table below compares the main clause of 2000 military order with the 1974 constitutional provisions (the relevant clause of the 1974 Constitution is included in full, but re-ordered to allow direct comparison):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 3 of the 2000 Judiciary Law</th>
<th>Article 101 of 1974 Constitution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The administration of justice shall be based on the following principles:-</td>
<td>Administration of justice shall be based on the following principles:-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) administering justice independently according to the law;</td>
<td>(c) to administer justice independently according to the law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) protecting and safeguarding the interests of the people and aiding in the restoration of law and order and regional peace and security;</td>
<td>(b) to protect and safeguard the interests of the working people;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) educating the people to understand and abide by the law and cultivating in the people the habit of abiding by the law;</td>
<td>(d) to educate the public to understand and abide by the law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) working within the framework of the law for the settlement of cases;</td>
<td>(e) to work within the framework of the law as far as possible for the settlement of cases between members of the public;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) dispensing justice in open court unless prohibited by law;</td>
<td>(f) to dispense justice in open court unless prohibited by law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) guaranteeing in all cases the right of defence and the right of appeal under the law;</td>
<td>(g) to guarantee in all cases the right of defence and the right of appeal under law;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) aiming at reforming moral character in meting out punishment to offenders.</td>
<td>(h) to aim at reforming moral character in meting out punishment to offenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) to protect and safeguard the Socialist system;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The relevant clauses of the *Judiciary Law 2000* and the 1974 Constitution are almost identical. As noted above, the *Judiciary Law 2000* is simply a military order and can be amended by any subsequent order. So the relevant clause in the *Judiciary Law 2000* cannot provide any greater protection than the identical clause in the 1974 constitution, which was binding on the executive, courts and parliament. The system of judicial independence provided by the 1974 Constitution is therefore relevant to understand how the *Judiciary Law 2000* may operate. The judicial system under the 1974 constitution was that judges were members of parliament and responsible to parliament. There were no minimum qualifications for judicial appointment in 1974, and among the country’s top five judges, only one was a lawyer. The 1974 Constitution prevented the courts from reviewing government actions or interpreting laws - these functions were made the sole preserve of the parliament. The parliament operated in a one-party state, with the constitutionally-protected party (the military) specified to ‘lead the state’. Judicial power was also the responsibility of this skewed parliament. Clearly, there was no judicial independence under the 1974 system. Therefore, repeating the ‘independence’ clause from the 1974 constitution, by enacting it as a military order, provides no relevant independence today.

More contemporary information on Burma’s judiciary is available from reports and statements by the military and other Burmese officials. Even on these reports, concerns arise, as the following examples show.

(a) *The courts are expected to work under the military’s guidance*
A coordination meeting of judges throughout Burma was addressed by the country’s Chief Justice, U Aung Toe. His Honour said ‘In assessing their work and laying down future tasks, judges should work in line with the guidance given by the Chairman of the State Peace and Development Council [the current name by which the military refer to themselves]’. As shown in the various standards discussed above (section 3), judges should be following and applying the law, not working in line with guidance from a military general.

(b) *The Chief Justice considers the courts part of administration*
A refresher course for judicial officers was also addressed by the Chief Justice who “[C]alled on them [judicial officers] not to lose sight of the policies practise [sic] by the Government. …[and also] called on them…to cooperate with other departments and bodies to ensure correct disposal of cases in accord with the law and to mete out deterrent punishment”. Independent judicial processes should be considering only the law, not government policy.
(c) Financial links between judiciary, politics, and the military
At the refresher course, the participants each donated 5,000 kyat (Burmese monetary units) for various matters including the National Convention and the Union Solidarity and Development Association. The National Convention is a political process responsible for drafting a new constitution for Burma. It is inappropriate for the judiciary to be financially involved in creating a country's constitution because any future constitution will need to guide, and be interpreted by, that judiciary. The Union Solidarity and Development Association is described in a UN report as being under the complete direction and control of the military and used for its purposes.216 The military explain the Association's purposes include strengthening state sovereignty and safeguarding territorial integrity.217 Financial connection between the judiciary and such an organisation is inappropriate.

(d) The Chief Justice’s role in political and governmental and political processes
In mid 2003, the Chief Justice stated the need for defence services to have a ‘leading role in national politics’.218 He also chaired the Constitutional Convention, a political process responsible for drafting a new constitution.219 This degree of involvement in both these activities is difficult to reconcile with a judicial officer maintaining the independence necessary to properly perform a judicial role.

(e) Military’s appointment and dismissal of judges
The current Chief Justice was appointed by the military in 1998. This was done by a military decree which also effectively dismissed over 60 judges, closed the courts until mid 1989 and established military tribunals.220 An order of the military in late 1998 recorded that five (of the six) Supreme Court Judges were ‘permitted’ to retire.221 The military’s order gave no reasons for the resignation,222 and simply announced four replacement judges. The possibility of 80% of the Supreme Court judiciary simultaneously retiring is so unlikely that the event raises questions as to the independence and autonomy of Burma’s judiciary.

The above points indicate the operation of Burma’s courts falls short of relevant international standards. The judicial system does not meet the principles in the UDHR; principles which the military said it has accepted. The activities also fall short of the ICCPR. More significantly, the activities and the situation of judges in Burma is contrary to the minimum standards that Burma’s Chief Justice indicated were necessary in signing the Beijing Principles. The shortfalls have been criticised by the UN, which has noted Burmese law does not provide security for judges.

The possibility of 80% of the Supreme Court judiciary simultaneously retiring is so unlikely that the event raises questions as to the independence and autonomy of Burma’s judiciary.
or protect them from arbitrary removal, leaving such matters entirely in
the military’s control.223

So, even if we simply use the military’s information and actions, prob-
lems are clearly apparent. And it should be noted there is substantial rea-
ton to doubt the veracity of some of the military’s statements. The actual
situation in Burma seems far more troubled, as indicated in many UN
and other reports about Burma.224 A UN report about Burma noted the
courts provide a formal legitimacy to the military’s rule but in reality
there is no substantive support for the military’s suppression of human
rights.225 This is corroborated by the many reports of abuses to the system
resulting in an absence of the rule of law.

The absence of an independent judiciary has compromised legal proceed-
ings in Burma. Over the last five years, several cases have been brought
by the National League for Democracy (‘NLD’). The NLD, as the suc-
cessful party in Burma’s most recent elections, is the legitimate govern-
ment of the country. The NLD brought various legal cases before
Burma’s courts, seeking orders against military officials and the Election
Commission. The proceedings were in relation to the failure to imple-
ment the 1990 election results, and harassment of NLD officers. The
cases were not permitted to proceed because they needed ‘government’
approval, which the military did not give.226

4.2 Possibilities for improvement in Burma

The situation in Burma requires prompt and effective action. Other coun-
tries in the Asian region provide sufficient warning of the difficulties
caused by a long-term absence of an independent judiciary.227 This sec-
tion of the article outlines various matters that could assist in strengthen-
ing judicial independence in Burma. This includes points that can be
made to encourage the military to address judicial independence and im-
punity, and also strategies that can be pursued independently of the mili-
tary’s actions.

Even though Burma is not a party to the ICCPR, the ICCPR still outlines
accepted international standards. Recall:

- the ICCPR is essentially further specification of some of the
  rights in the UDHR, and the military says is adheres to the
  UDHR; and
- Burma’s Chief Justice, in joining the Beijing Principles, has ac-
  cepted that the ICCPR provisions on independent judiciary rep-
  resent the minimum standards necessary to maintain an inde-
Independent and effective judiciary.

The matters outlined in 4.1 (above) demonstrate Burma does not meet the ICCPR standards. Critically, there is no effective statutory or constitutional protection for an independent judiciary. Burma’s only current provisions about an independent judiciary are contained in executive orders, and even they are of negligible use.

The situation is also inconsistent with provisions in the Vienna Declaration and Program of Action on judicial independence and action against impunity. Burma’s military joined the Vienna world conference that adopted the Vienna Declaration by consensus.228

So, by reference to ICCPR and the Vienna Declaration, it can be authoritatively shown that the military is failing to meet minimum international standards. These are standards that the military has accepted as relevant and important.

The military’s statements should be used, wherever possible, in assessing the situation in Burma. As shown above, there are many examples where the military’s own information can be used to demonstrate the changes that are required. Another example of using the military’s positions could be from their statement to the UN General Assembly that ‘everyone who visits Myanmar can see…peace and tranquillity prevailing throughout the nation. I would like to invite all of you to come and see for yourselves. Seeing is believing’.229 Perhaps this statement could be used as the basis for all relevant UN and other international observers to visit the country to examine the situation?230

It may seem a trite observation, but attention must be given to finding ways inside Burma to strengthen the rule of law. Simply criticising the military and seeking international support is unlikely, of itself, to achieve much. Examples from the Philippines and Cambodia show that strengthening judicial independence requires considerable effort from all quarters: the legal profession, tertiary education, human rights awareness for law enforcement and government officials, and citizens’ trust in and respect of the courts. Parties should take whatever opportunity exists in Burma to press legal proceedings. Even where proceedings are unable to improve the situation because of problems with impunity and lack of judicial independence, they serve two important purposes. Firstly, they show parties are endeavouring to exhaust all possible avenues within the country. This is a necessary step before accessing various international processes. Secondly, the proceedings will serve to further and clearly demonstrate the extent of the problems in Burma. Legal proceedings will collate and set

---

[There is no effective statutory or constitutional protection for an independent judiciary. Burma’s only current provisions about an independent judiciary are contained in executive orders, and even they are of negligible use. ...The military is failing to meet minimum international standards. These are standards that the military has accepted as relevant and important.]

---
out the relevant facts and show there is no remedy for the various violations.

It should not be thought that the situation in Burma is starting from scratch. One commentator records that ‘from 1948 to 1962, the judiciary in Burma was independent’.231 While there are many problems with the country’s subsequent governance under 40 years of military rule, there are basic concepts and institutions that can be used and strengthened for future development. A study of the 1998 reported cases in Burma suggests that, outside of political cases or cases in which the military has an interest, the legal system is operating acceptably.232 The military’s unexplained replacement of 80% of the Supreme Court judiciary in November 1998 perhaps indicates there was a degree of independence operating until that time.

A large obstacle to fair trials occurring is the presence of corrupt judges and a weak legal profession.233 Therefore, one of the more important issues is for a credible ‘audit’ to be made of the current judiciary in the country. Judges appointed by the military should be reviewed, ideally in accordance with the draft principles prepared in the UN’s Sub-Commission for Human Rights.234 These principles direct that the rule of law must be observed, even in relation to judicial appointments. Judges can, and should, be removed if they have been unlawfully appointed or derive their judicial power from an act of allegiance.235

Certainly, judicial independence is primarily in the control of parliament and government. Parliament and the executive need to establish and respect a system of judicial independence. However, there is also an important role for judges themselves. As the ICCPR and the Beijing Principles indicate, judges must act so as to uphold their integrity and independence. Where judges allow their activities to become part of politics and parliamentary process, the judges themselves become part of the problem to be addressed.

Turning from matters to be considered inside Burma, there are range of options at the international level.

Other countries have made use of international assistance in dealing with allegations of violations in their history. Experience from these can assist in considering Burma’s future. A body comprising both national and international judges has been, or is being, established in East Timor and in Cambodia. These examples demonstrate that, in dealing with allegations of abuses under previous rule, it is important to have:

- steps to ensure that the tribunal would be protected against undue pressure;
Consideration should be given to possibilities of legal proceedings in other countries, using universal jurisdiction. Particularly relevant could be neighbouring countries with substantial judicial and enforcement institutions, such as India and Thailand. The developments concerning General Pinochet in England assisted moves against impunity in his home country, Chile. Current pressure from UN prosecutors to have an arrest warrant issued against former Indonesia General Wiranto could see him facing arrest in any country he travels to outside of Indonesia and subsequent extradition to East Timor to face charges.

There are a range of UN options available that may assist in increasing attention on (and, hopefully, assistance with) the judicial and impunity problems in Burma. Obviously, the various Special Rapporteurs and Working Groups of the Commission on Human Rights are one avenue. These parties receive information and provide annual reports to the Commission. The Commission also maintains direct carriage of some issues, including impunity. For instance, the 2003 Commission on Human Rights passed a resolution on impunity requiring the UN’s Secretary General, the High Commissioner for Human Rights and Special Rapporteurs to investigate and report on impunity related issues. Information about impunity in Burma could be provided to the relevant UN officials.

In concluding this section, it seems there are two key areas requiring attention if there is to be any progress toward judicial independence in Burma.

(a) Changes are needed in the country’s legal structure and laws. The country needs a constitution with provisions supporting judicial independence and opposing impunity (defining and protecting a parliamentary, executive and judicial arm of government would be a start!). The law and order system also needs to be adequately resourced; both in terms of operational funding and capable personnel.

(b) There needs to be changes in practices and policies. Judges should, wherever possible, advocate and act for their independence. The judiciary could use the opportunities already existent. For example, the Judiciary Law 2000 enables rules to be made; and while some rules may have been made, the role of judges could be further
strengthened and protected through this process

Obviously, no one should expect rapid improvements in judicial independence. There are unlikely to be significant changes immediately - perhaps a transitional government may be necessary - but any attention to the issue will assist in the long, slow process. An interesting observation was made in relation to South American countries, where impunity has been addressed over time: ‘Democratic governments become more confident, prosecutors more daring, the public more inclined to so something about old men whose behaviour in uniform had brought their country international contempt’.240 The same could be observed of Indonesia and, if progress is made, this may be a future for Burma?

(5) Conclusion

There is little in this article which is new to discussion of Burma’s situation. The military regime will have heard all the usual calls: ‘have an independent judiciary’, ‘respect human rights’, ‘observe the rule of law’. What this article has sought to show, through reference to standards the regime has already accepted, is that even on the military’s own actions and statements there is a pressing need for judicial independence. It is hoped that by demonstrating the need for judicial independence in this way, greater pressure can be brought for change in Burma.

In summary, Burma is failing to meet international standards on judicial independence by not providing courts that have been established by law. What ‘laws’ the country currently observes on judicial independence are only military orders, and their status and content contravene relevant international standards (including the ICCPR, Beijing Principles, and decisions of international tribunals).

Developments in relation to impunity and judicial independence seem to go up and down, demonstrating that human rights are not the main determinant of government activity. Decisions and actions are taken on the basis of many factors. Sometimes the result is beneficial to human rights, but sometimes it is not. There are many areas requiring attention, but this article suggests a critical area is the state of the judiciary and the rule of law.

Why always so much focus on court structure and rule of law? There are many other pressing issues, such as torture, freedom of speech, forced labour. There are also things other than the judiciary that need improving to properly address impunity (such as police resourcing, political will,
etc). However, without a properly functioning judicial system, any improvement in these areas is likely to be unsustainable. Without a working court system, it is difficult to see how much security will be available to any other human rights or activity in Burma. The rule of law and the role of courts show the importance in these institutions working properly: they resolve disputes between citizens; provide a system for state regulation of citizens who don’t follow rules; determine whether parliament operating properly and laws are valid; determine whether executive action and policies fair and following rules; and provide an accountability for government officials.

Perhaps a suitable conclusion to this article is a quote from the Spanish Judge, Baltasar Garzon, who issued the warrants for Pinochet’s arrest. The quote provides a good example of the role of judicial independence, the rule of law, and impunity. Prior to the Pinochet case, the Judge was investigating the involvement of government security forces in the murder of various anti-government parties. His Honour ordered two suspected police officers to be arrested, and a friend cautioned whether the Judge should be taking this action in relation to government officials. Judge Garzon responded:

*It’s very simple: they either have to change the law so they can kill people, or they have to respect it.*

**FOOTNOTE**

The bulk of this article was researched and written in 2000. The events of September 2001, and responses to those events, have impacted on issues of impunity and the rule of law.

The international NGO, Human Rights Watch, recently criticised US troops for operating outside the rule of law in Afghanistan through arbitrarily detaining civilians, using excessive force during arrests of non-combatants, and mistreating detainees. Another obvious ‘rule-of-law’ problem is the US’s maintenance of an off-shore detention centre at Guantamano Bay, Cuba. People have been held without trial, largely insulated from the US and other legal processes. Some are now being released without ever having been charged, despite their being detained for over two years. In a highly illuminative media release, the US Department of Defense explained:

The Department of Defense announced…119 detainees have been released…

There are many other pressing issues, such as torture, freedom of speech, forced labour. However, without a properly functioning judicial system, any improvement in these areas is likely to be unsustainable. Without a working court system, it is difficult to see how much security will be available to any other human rights or activity in Burma.
The decision to transfer or release a detainee is based on many factors, including whether the detainee is of further intelligence value to the United States and whether he is believed to pose a threat to the United States.

…We make a determination about the detention and release of a detainee based on the best information and evidence we have at the time. …[T]he department expects there will be other transfers or releases of detainees. Because of operational and security considerations, no further details can be provided.

…[T]here are approximately 610 detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba 246

In February 2004, the US authorities indicated that other people may still be detained even if military tribunals find they are innocent, or once they serve their sentence for any offences made out.247

At the international level, a serious issue arises on the international legal basis for the attack on Iraq by the US/UK and the ‘coalition of the willing’. 248 The lack of UN Security Council support for the attack has led to both US and UK officials to undermine the authority and role of the UN.249 Together with Australia, those governments have made increasing calls for the role of ‘pre-emptive strikes’, taking the use of force further outside international regulation.250

This disregard for the rule of law raises very serious questions as to who is making the decisions? And how and why are these decisions being made? Accountability is disappearing.

The start of this article posed the question, ‘is there a trend toward increasing observance of the rule of law?’ These post 2001 developments, and others closer to the region (two examples include extra-judicial killings in Thailand, and Australia’s attitude to the UN and international law) suggest that the answer to that question is ‘no’.
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One commentator explains that for the first 10-15 years after independence, Indonesia's judicial and parliamentary branches operated independently of the executive. But in the ‘guided democracy’ era under Soekarno, the separation of governmental branches was abolished and the President of the Supreme Court was appointed a cabinet minister. ‘The position of judges in Indonesia is no more than of ordinary civil servant who are obliged to abide by the...law...on Government Employees’, Adnan Buyung Nasution, ‘Indonesia: Some challenges to the Independent of the Judiciary’, in Centre for the Independence of Judges and Lawyers (see note 163 above), p53.

The failure of civil rights prosecutions in the Philippines after Marcos was mainly due to ‘that country's corrupt and incompetent judiciary', G Robertson (see note 16
The issue of corruption in the Philippine Judiciary is such that...[the current President Josef] Estrada, when he was still Vice-President...used the phrase “hoodlums in robes”

The military was also involved in the subsequent UN General Assembly meeting that endorsed the Vienna Declaration and called on states to act on its provisions: UN General Assembly resolution, *World Conference on Human Rights*, UN doc A/RES/48/121, 20 December 1993

Myanmar Minister for Foreign Affairs (see note 191 above)

As this article was being completed, the military refused entry to the UN Special Rapporteur in March 2004: Motion in Australian Parliament, Human Rights in Burma, Senate Hansard, 25 March 2004, p21748

Myint Zan (see note 194 above), p35

Assessment by Burmese lawyer, Mr BK Sen

'Undoubtedly the greatest obstacle to fair trial, whether in a society transiting from dictatorship to democracy or one in which the old repressive order has suddenly collapsed, is corruption in the judiciary and weakness of the local legal profession... It is difficulty enough for transitional governments to reform the police and the army; invariably, they inherit judges with a vested interest in protecting the regime by which they were appointed', G Robertson (see note 16 above), pp261-262


G Robertson (see note 16 above), p253


The attacks on US citizens in 2001 was an appalling act. Attention must, and is, being given to perpetrators of such attacks. This lies in the realm of policing, international relations and is not in the scope of this article. The human rights assessment of impunity and judicial independence focuses largely on government action and obligations.


